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ABSTRACT
Tissue puncture is ubiquitous in medicine, from percutaneous injections and biopsies to
laparoscopic surgical access, epidural anesthesia, and cranial drilling; over 10 million puncture
procedures are performed each year in the US alone. At the moment of puncture when the tissue
fails at the tip of a puncture device, the tip of the device may travel farther than intended and
impact underlying tissues or organs, causing dangerous and potentially deadly complications.
Tissue puncture is performed on significantly varied tissue types and patient populations with
countless different methods and devices; however, it is crucial to note that essentially all
puncture procedures follow a common set of fundamental physical principles and are governed
by many of the same characteristic parameters and phenomena. As such, broadly applicable
devices and strategies may be developed to increase the safety and precision of tissue puncture
across all medical disciplines.
In this work we develop a general definition and common theoretical basis for medical tissue
puncture, and extract key parameters which can be optimized to increase the safety and precision
of puncture procedures. This work has resulted in the development of a test apparatus to
measure tissue surface deflection during high-velocity deep tissue puncture. In addition, we
have experimentally demonstrated that during deep tissue puncture with medical needles, for
certain needle-tissue systems there exists an optimal insertion velocity such that tissue deflection
is minimized. A first-order theoretical model is developed and suggests that this optimum
velocity behavior is due to increasing hydrodynamic friction forces at higher insertion velocities.
From this common fundamental approach to tissue puncture, several devices have been
developed which may be applied to a variety of medical procedures to increase puncture
precision. Specifically, a flexural tip-retraction mechanism actively opposes the forward
"plunge" acceleration of a puncture device and is scalable for many medical and non-medical
puncture applications. In addition, audible-frequency vibration of a puncture device is found to
significantly decrease insertion force without causing additional immediate tissue damage, as
confirmed by live tissue histology study. Results of this work may have significant effects on
future device development.
Thesis Supervisor: Alexander H. Slocum
Title: Pappalardo Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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I. Introduction:
Precision Engineering aims to maximize the determinism and stability of engineering systems.
Analysis of system component compliance and deformation under applied loads is critical to
achieving high system performance. The fundamentals of precision engineering are paramount
in developing medical instruments, where patient safety depends on the caregiver's ability to
perform tasks with high levels of predictability and repeatability, and a location or deformation
error can result in a life-threatening complication. The highly varied layout, structure, and
compliance of the human body present significant challenges to achieving precision in medical
interventions, especially in the case of tissue puncture.
In medical tissue puncture, a device is pressed against tissue until the tissue fails, allowing the
device to penetrate and reach its target in order to deliver a therapeutic agent, collect a biological
sample, or otherwise gain access to a certain anatomy. Tissue puncture is ubiquitous in
medicine, from percutaneous injections and biopsies to laparoscopic surgical access, epidural
anesthesia, and cranial drilling.
As a puncture device is pressed against tissue, the tissue deforms inwards to form a concavity,
referred to as "tenting" in the case of significant deformation. Until the device punctures the
tissue, a net zero balance of force is present between the axial force applied to the device by the
user and the tension in the tissue layer. At the moment of puncture when the tissue fails at the tip
of the instrument, the reaction force applied to the device by the tissue drops suddenly and
significantly but the force applied by the user remains until the user can react. This unbalanced
force causes the device to accelerate suddenly into the patient, a phenomenon commonly
experienced when drilling through a wall and the drill suddenly plunges forwards upon piercing
the opposite surface. If this sudden acceleration is great enough, the physician's reaction time is
sufficiently long, or the tissue has deformed far enough inwards prior to puncture, the tip of the
device may travel farther than intended and impact underlying tissues or organs. This risk of
"over-puncture" has the dangerous and potentially deadly potential to damage delicate organs or
structures.
Further increasing this risk is the fact that puncture is performed on regions of tissue that contain
various tissue types, interfaces, and structural layouts. At this macroscopic scale, human tissue is
highly non-uniform and anisotropic. In addition, although gross human anatomical layout is
generally consistent, significant structural differences occur between individuals and even for a
single person at different ages or disease states. Due to the extreme variability in tissue type,
thickness, and resulting stiffness, the amounts to which anatomical structures will deform under
load and the point at which they will fail vary greatly and are highly difficult to predict. In
addition, when puncturing deeper tissues, the physician often is unable to see the tip of the
device and determine its position or the deformation of adjacent tissue. Finally, as the tissue
deforms prior to puncture, potential energy is stored in tissue strain, both in the tissue layer to be
punctured as well as in surrounding or underlying tissues. When the device punctures, this
19

energy is suddenly released as tissue springs back to its original position. If this spring-back is in
the direction of the puncture device, tissue may even "skewer" itself on the tip of the device.
These factors present a significant challenge to the physician's goal of puncturing to a specific
depth with safety and precision.
In addition, a number of different devices can be used to create a given puncture incision. These
may have different structural properties, required insertion forces, safety features, form factors,
or weights, all of which govern the behavior of the device as it punctures tissue. As such, the
design and selection of puncture instruments are also significant factors in the safety and
precision of puncture procedures.
Finally, clinicians have introduced a number of techniques for increasing the safety of puncture.
Many of these methods are developed directly from clinical observations rather than physical
modeling and experimentation, and are not rigorously evaluated to determine their effectiveness.
In many procedures, these techniques are the only method of decreasing risk to the patient, as
devices to increase the safety of tissue puncture have only been designed for certain medical
disciplines and procedures.
The risk of inadvertent over-puncture has varying implications for the patient, ranging from a
small tear in a superficial vein during a venous catheter introduction, to the rupture of a major
artery and significant blood loss during laparoscopic surgical access. A variety of novel devices
and clinical techniques have been developed to address the risks of tissue puncture for specific
procedures. Yet no unified study or problem-solving effort for puncture access across multiple
disciplines is evident in the literature or prior art. Tissue puncture is performed on significantly
varied tissue types and patient populations with countless different methods and devices;
however, it is crucialto note that essentially all puncture procedures follow a common set of
fundamental physical principles and are governed by many of the same characteristic parameters
and phenomena. As such, broadly applicable devices and strategies may be developed to
increase the safety and precision of tissue puncture across all medical disciplines.
This work will present a general definition and common theoretical basis for medical tissue
puncture, encompassing tissue mechanics and device dynamics. A set of common design
parameters for puncture access devices and procedures will be defined, such that these
parameters may be optimized to increase the safety and precision of tissue puncture when
designing a device or procedure related to any medical discipline. Finally, new strategies and
devices for increasing the precision and safety of puncture procedures will be described and
developed.
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1I. Background and Prior Art
lI.a. Significance and Clinical Background: Puncture Access
Tissue puncture is performed in essentially every field of medicine, with varying degrees of risk
to the patient. A specific examination of the procedures and complications related to tissue
puncture in several medical specialties illustrates the significance of the risks of over-puncture
and its prevalence across all disciplines.

II.a. 1. Laparoscopic Surgery
In Laparoscopy, a surgical procedure is performed by inserting a camera and long, slender
instruments through small incisions in the patient's abdomen. Pressurized CO 2 gas is injected
into the abdomen to create a space in which to operate. Figure 1 diagrams a standard
laparoscopic procedure.

video camera
grasper
light source

Co

laparoscope

10mm trocar

5mm trocar

Figure 1: Diagram of laparoscopicsurgery [1].

Perhaps the greatest benefit of laparoscopy over traditional open surgery is the drastically
reduced incision size, which significantly reduces the pain, infection risk, and cosmetic defect for
the patient [2]. These small incisions are created by tissue puncture; an instrument called a
trocar punctures through the abdominal wall and its core is removed, leaving behind an entry
port for instruments or a camera. In some cases, a puncture instrument called a Veress needle is
first inserted to deliver the insufflation gas.
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There is significant risk associated with tissue puncture for laparoscopic access. If the device
travels too far after piercing the abdominal wall, it may plunge directly into any of the numerous
vital organs and major blood vessels within the abdomen. Complications reported in the
literature range from bowel or bladder perforations to catastrophic rupture of the aorta [3].
Now the gold standard for most abdominal procedures, laparoscopic surgery is performed at a
rate of at least 3.3 million procedures per year in the United States alone [4]. Over-puncture
complications occur in approximately one per one thousand procedures [5], resulting in over
3300 complications per year in the United States.
Due to the significance of this risk, the potentially devastating consequences, and the relatively
recent popularity of laparoscopy, trocar injury is perhaps the most widely researched and
publicized example of tissue puncture complications, resulting in many novel devices and
technologies. Despite these efforts, trocar injuries remain the cause of over 50% of all
complications occurring during laparoscopic surgery; a figure that has not changed in 25 years
[5, 6].

/L.a. 2. Epidural Anesthesia during Childbirth
Epidural anesthesia is one of the most effective and common forms of anesthesia administered
during childbirth, used in approximately 61% of the almost 4 million births each year in the
United States [7, 8]. To deliver a dose of anesthesia, a needle is inserted into the spine and
punctures several tissue layers before entering the epidural space. Figure 2 shows the various
layers of the spine, along with a needle in position to deliver epidural anesthesia.

Spinal cord
Dura

Epidural space
with anesthesia

Figure 2: Epiduralneedle injecting anesthesia into epiduralspace [9].
Puncture into the epidural space is sudden [10], and if the anesthesiologist is unable to avert
over-puncture the needle may plunge into the deeper structures of the spine, including the dura
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and subarachnoid space. The most common complication resulting from over-puncture is
leaking of cerebrospinal fluid from the subarachnoid space into the epidural space, causing a loss
of cerebrospinal fluid pressure and post dural puncture headache (PDPH) [11]. More sinister
complications are possible, including infection of the cerebrospinal fluid, neurological injury, or
even seizures and cardiac arrest in the case that over-puncture is undetected and anesthesia is
delivered directly into the subarachnoid space. Accidental dural puncture is relatively common,
with an incidence of up to one per one hundred procedures reported in the literature [12, 13]. As
a result, an estimated 24,400 patients experience an over-puncture complication during epidurals
in the United States each year. It is interesting to note that although the risk of over-puncture
complications is nearly ten times as high for epidurals as for trocar insertion, few devices have
been developed to reduce the risk of accidental dural puncture.

II. a. 3. Thoracentesis
Thoracentesis is the insertion of a puncture device into the space between the lungs and the chest
wall in order to drain a build-up of fluid caused by infection, cancer, heart failure, or other
conditions. Figure 3 shows the standard positioning of a thoracentesis needle for draining a
pleural effusion.

Diaphragm

1
'

4

Figure 3: Diagramof thoracentesisprocedure [14].

If over-puncture occurs, the needle may puncture into a blood vessel, liver, or spleen; or it may
perforate the lung, causing air to leak into the pleural space; a condition known as
pneumothorax. Inspiration, the act of taking a breath, is actuated by the downward deflection of
the diaphragm in order to create a negative pressure gradient between the pleural space and
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atmospheric pressure within the lungs, drawing air into the lungs. Pneumothorax creates an
airflow short circuit, and depending on the size of the lung perforation the patient may
experience shortness of breath or the inability to breathe at all.
Pneumothorax is a relatively common complication during thoracentesis, reported as occurring
in up to 10% of cases [15]. With over 1.3 million pleural effusions treated each year in the
United States [16], at least 130,000 puncture-related injuries occur per year during thoracentesis
in this country alone. As with epidurals, few devices exist to mitigate this risk.

//.a.4. Cranial Perforation
-

In neurosurgical interventions, the skull presents a particular challenge to reaching a target
operating field within the brain. In procedures that can be performed through a relatively small
incision, trepanation, in which a small burr hole is scraped or drilled through the skull, is
performed. A common application of this method is in the treatment of traumatic brain injury
(TBI). When a patient endures a concussive injury to the head, swelling may develop beneath
the skull, known as an epidural or subdural hematoma depending on the exact anatomical
location. The resulting intracranial pressure increase may lead to complications including a wide
variety of neurological symptoms and even permanent neurological damage or death [17]. In a
study of TBI incidents in the United States from 2002 to 2006, TBI was implicated in 1.7 million
cases, 52,000 of which resulted in death [18]. In severe cases of TBI, a burr hole is drilled into
the skull to drain fluid to relieve hematomal pressure.
Cranial drilling is also a critical step in most other neurosurgical procedures. When accessing
the brain, neurosurgeons first perform a craniotomy, where a "bone flap" (a section of the skull)
is disconnected and temporarily removed. Burr holes are first drilled in the skull and used as
starting and ending points for longer straight cuts. Figure 4 shows an intraoperative image of a
craniotomy with a bone flap partially disconnected; the burr holes and cut lines are clearly
visible.
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Figure 4: Craniotomy with burr holes clearly visible [19].
When drilling a burr hole, if over-puncture occurs once the drill tip penetrates the skull, the drill
will puncture directly into the brain. These injuries, referred to as "plunging" in neuroscience
literature, have dire consequences sometimes worse than those of the original condition. Studies
report 26% of plunge events result in brain hemorrhage and 12% result in permanent
neurological damage or death [20].
Over-puncture during cranial perforation is described in the literature as "a frequent but
underreported complication of cranial drills and perforators" [21]. In one study conducted in the
United Kingdom, up to 65% of over 300 surgeons interviewed experienced a plunging event
during their careers, with 22% experiencing more than one event [20]. Another study presents a
plunge complication rate of 0.54% [21]. With over 300,000 craniotomies performed in the
United States every year [22], up to 1,620 patients annually endure a potentially deadly plunge
complication as a result of over-puncture.

II.a. 5. Conclusions
Tissue puncture is a component of many additional procedures for which documented
complication rates are incomplete or unavailable. Table 1 summarizes those procedures for
which data is available, as well as complications due to puncture plunge which are reported in
the literature. The estimated total complications per year due to over-puncture calculated from
available data, are also shown.
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Table 1: Punctureprocedures and associatedpotential complications, available complication
rates, prevalence, and estimated total complications.
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Brain injury, temporary
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It is critical to note that these figures only encompass over-puncture injuries which resulted in a
complication worth reporting; "near misses" are not reflected in the data. Counting only these
four procedures, almost 160,000 patients endure a complication due to over-puncture in the
United States each year, and more than 7.3 million patients are placed at risk of such a
complication.
Although it enables numerous life-saving procedures, tissue puncture presents a pervasive risk to
patients. As such, solutions that increase the safety and precision of tissue puncture across all
medical disciplines may have a significant impact on patient safety.

II.b. Prior Art: Tissue Puncture Mechanics
In order to fully understand the fundamental basis of tissue puncture, it is necessary to
understand the deformation behavior of tissue during puncture. Much work has been done to
study and characterize the mechanics of tissue deformation, and to investigate the mechanics of
needle insertion into tissue.
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II.b. 1. Tissue Properties
Human tissue is generally described as a viscoelastic material, with both linear elastic and strain
rate-dependent behavior [23, 24]. Figure 5 shows the standard linear solid or modified kelvin
model often used to describe tissue deformation behavior.
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n
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Figure 5: StandardLinear Solid Model of Viscoelasticity [25].
Although this model is practical to describe tissue mechanical behavior on a first-order basis, the
true behavior of tissue is greatly complicated by various parameter dependencies and
phenomena. Tissue mechanical properties are found to be temperature, time, hydration, and
strain-dependent, among other factors [26, 27]. In addition, although the standard linear solid
model is readily-applicable for uniaxial load application, device-tissue interactions are often
characterized by forces acting in multiple directions. Tissue is consistently shown to be
anisotropic and non-homogeneous, and specific anatomical structural layout differs significantly
between individual patients [28]. As such, generalized models for tissue mechanical properties
require assumptions and allowances for variability.

II.b.2. Tissue Puncture Forces
Although tissue puncture has not been explored and characterized on a common basis, a
significant body of knowledge exists on the mechanics of needle insertion into soft tissue, and
more specifically on the needle-tissue interaction forces applied during needle puncture. This
subject has been widely studied for various applications including optimization of clinical
technique, biopsy device design, and control of automated puncture procedures. A large number
of studies, although diverse in scope and method, agree that the force acting on a needle in the
direction of insertion can be separated into two components: a cutting force acting on the needle
tip, and a frictional force acting on the outer surface of the needle along its inserted length [2931].
Prior to initial tissue surface puncture, force is applied only to the tip of the needle. This force
increases until a critical value is reached and the tissue surface fails, allowing the needle to
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penetrate. The specific mechanism of puncture is described as the propagation of micro-cracks
within tissue; the cracks extend when sufficient strain energy is applied to the tissue [32-35].
The puncture force is found to depend on needle tip size and cutting edge geometry, as well as
the tissue microstructure and fracture toughness [32, 33, 35]. Although there is a slight
dependence on needle insertion velocity, the puncture force is shown to be relatively constant at
most velocities [33, 36, 37]. As such, the puncture force is described as a characteristic
parameter of a certain needle-tissue system. Although relationships between various tissue
parameters and the critical puncture force are suggested [33], no readily-applicable predictive
expressions for puncture force are presented in the literature. Following initial penetration, the
tip force is found to be relatively constant and continues to depend on the tissue properties,
needle size, and needle tip geometry [29, 31].
Friction force is applied to the outer surface of the needle once it comes in contact with tissue
following initial puncture. The friction force is found to vary throughout insertion as a function
of insertion depth and velocity, as well as tissue properties and needle size [38, 39]. Several
models for needle-tissue friction have been proposed, including a modified Karnopp model [29],
a LuGre-based model [40], and even a simplified fluid shear model [41]. Specifically, the
friction force is generally found to be greater at higher insertion velocities [41, 42]. It has been
suggested that this velocity dependence is the result of viscous friction due to the presence of
extracellular fluid between the needle and tissue surfaces [41]. Although these models offer
insights into the factors influencing friction force, they are often fit to experimental data and are
not practical as predictive models.
The relationship between tissue puncture forces and risk of injury or complications have been
investigated in the context of several medical disciplines. Multiple studies have suggested that
laparoscopic surgical trocars that require higher insertion force have an increased risk of plunge
complications [6, 43-45]. [46] shows that epidural anesthesia needles with a smaller diameter,
which require a lower insertion force, result in lower incidence of post dural-puncture headache
complications.

II.b.3. Tissue Deflection during Puncture
During puncture procedures in which target anatomies must be accessed or sampled, location
precision is enhanced when tissue deflection, often highly variable and unpredictable, is
minimized. As such, several studies incorporate needle-tissue interaction force theory into
models for tissue deformation during needle puncture, often employing finite element analysis
methods [36, 42]. In addition, several studies investigate the effect of needle insertion velocity
on tissue deflection, and experimentally demonstrate that initial penetration of tissue will occur
with less tissue deformation at higher needle velocities [32, 33, 37]. These studies state that
faster needle insertion always results in lower tissue deformation, but that at a certain "saturation
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velocity", an effective asymptotic minimum tissue deflection is reached [33]. Furthermore, they
assert that the negative dependency between insertion velocity and tissue deflection is common
clinical knowledge. However, the velocities in these studies are limited, and tissue deflection
following initial puncture is not investigated.

II.b.4. Conclusions
A significant amount of work has been completed to investigate the mechanics of tissue
puncture, mostly in the context of needle puncture. Although characteristic forces and
phenomena have been experimentally demonstrated and described, readily-applicable practical
models which may be used in developing devices and technique are incomplete. In addition,
several conclusions exist within the prevailing body of knowledge which are unsupported by
experimental results, specifically with regards to the relationship between insertion velocity and
tissue deflection. In order to better understand tissue deformation during puncture and to apply
that understanding in technology development, a more complete, practical model of tissue
puncture is needed.

1.c. Prior Art: Puncture Devices
A significant number of puncture devices are described in the literature and are commercially
available for many medical procedures.

Il.c. 1. Bladed Devices
Bladed devices are the oldest and most common class of tissue puncture devices. These
instruments use one or more sharpened edge to cut and separate tissue layers. In general, blades
that are sharper, or whose cutting surface area is smaller, require less insertion force to penetrate
a tissue layer [44, 45].
Bladed devices are the gold standard for most puncture procedures; hypodermic needles are
ubiquitous in medical practice. A variety of bladed laparoscopic trocars have been used in
medical practice, but have recently become less prevalent due to growing concern over overpuncture injuries [47].
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/. c. 2. Safety Mechanisms
One strategy to improve the safety of bladed devices has been the "shielded" class of devices.
These instruments employ various mechanisms to cover the blade when tissue penetration is not
desired. Many such devices employ a spring-loaded blade guard that is retracted when the blade
is pressed against a tissue layer and accelerates forward to cover the blade once the device tip
penetrates. Although intended to increase the safety of these devices, this strategy ultimately
does not decrease the risk to the patient [3]. An FDA report on trocar injuries states that up to
39% of trocar injuries reported in the literature occur when a shielded trocar is being used [6]. In
fact, in 1996 the FDA asked device manufacturers to stop using the term "safety trocar" to
market shielded trocars because they did not find sufficient evidence to suggest that these
devices lowered the risk to patients [6]. Because the blade guard must accelerate and catch up to
the forward-moving blade in order to shield it following penetration, the blade can be left
exposed to a significant depth within the patient. Figure 6 [45] documents this behavior. It
shows a high-speed image of a blade-guard laparoscopic trocar being driven into a tissue
simulator. Note the distance to which the blade is exposed past the tissue.

Figure 6: Shielded trocarshowing blade exposed to significant depth pastpuncture [45].
Several devices have been suggested which employ a blade retraction mechanism, such that the
blade of the device is decelerated and pulled away from the patient at the moment of puncture.
[48] describes a device for cranial drilling that employs a bistable linkage and centrifugal force
to retract the drill bit upon puncture. This device requires a minimum rotational speed to
generate the required centrifugal force, and as such is only applicable in rotational cutting
applications. In addition, it appears that since the bi-stable linkage must pass its singularity point
in order to retract, the tip of the device must actually first accelerate forward before retracting. A
similar mechanism is first described in US patent EP0600921 B 1; however, this mechanism
employs a torsion spring to generate retracting force and is therefore usable in non-rotating
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applications [49]. Again, due to the bi-stable linkage the tip must first advance before being able
to retract. US patent 5318585A describes a trocar whose tip retracts at the moment of puncture
[50]. This mechanism is relatively complex and includes many parts.
Cranial perforators are specialized drill bits that allow neurosurgeons to drill burr holes through
the skull without plunging into the brain. They are designed as a two-stage drill bit, with a
smaller drill bit housed coaxially inside a larger-diameter drill bit, and with the smaller bit tip
extending a short distance past the larger tip. Figure 7 shows a standard cranial perforator.

Figure 7: Standardcranialperforator[51].
When the small drill bit penetrates fully through the skull, the change in force releases a clutch
which disengages the drill bit from the motor shaft. Since the larger drill has not fully penetrated
the skull, the remaining thickness of bone underneath the larger drill acts as a mechanical stop
for the drill.

II. c. 3. Blunt Devices
Another class of instruments employed in tissue puncture procedures is blunt tissue separation
devices. Blunt devices have smooth tips in order to apply their insertion force uniformly over a
much larger area than bladed tips. These devices rely on the fact that animal tissue is highly
non-homogenous and anisotropic. Functional tissue such as muscle, organ systems, and fat is
often organized into strips, strands, tubes, layers, and other structural elements loosely held
together by weaker connective tissue called fascia. When blunt devices apply uniform pressure to
an area of animal tissue, the fascia will fail first, allowing various tissue structures to separate,
stretch, and move aside without being damaged or rupturing to allow an instrument to pass.
Since blood supply to the fascia is relatively limited, blood loss is minimized by this puncture
strategy.
Blunt puncture devices are designed with a variety of tip shapes, tapers, and areas. Some employ
additional features such as splines or spiraled ridges that aid in tissue separation. Figure 8 shows
the distal tip of a blunt laparoscopic trocar.
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Figure 8: Blunt Trocar Tip.
Although blunt puncture devices alleviate the danger of unintended tissue rupture and puncture
during blind access procedures, they pose several drawbacks and risks to patients and are not
appropriate for all procedures. Passerotti et al found that a 12mm blunt trocar took significantly
more force than a 12mm bladed trocar to puncture the abdominal peritoneum [45]. As a result,
when the device tip finally punctures the tissue layer, the unbalanced force is significantly
higher, leading to a higher acceleration into the patient and a greater risk of over-puncture. Due
to the device tip being blunt, over-puncture with these devices rarely leads to accidental tissue
rupture, however there is significant risk of blunt trauma to organs and other structures. Highly
vascular organs such as the liver are particularly at risk, where a sudden impact can rupture
blood vessels and cause severe internal bleeding [52].
Blunt access devices are frequently employed and recommended for use in laparoscopic surgery
[16]. In the past decade a large number of medical papers have been published on the subject of
accidental over-puncture complications during laparoscopic procedures, often involving the use
of bladed trocar systems [6, 47, 53]. This trend and the resulting skepticism by physicians
regarding bladed systems created a significant opportunity for a new trocar technology to
become standard practice, and device manufacturers have seized the chance to market the blunt
trocar as a safer alternative. Their low cost has also made them highly attractive to both device
manufacturers and hospitals; blunt devices may often be made of one low-cost material such as
medical grade thermoplastic.

II.c.4. Optical Entry Devices
The Covidien Surgical VisiportTM trocar employs a different strategy to protect its blade. This
device features a blade that is briefly exposed and performs a slicing motion each time a trigger
is pressed. The tip of the trocar is clear, allowing the surgeon to insert a laparoscope and look
down its length in order to know when the device tip has penetrated the abdominal wall.
Although this type of trocar does potentially offer decreased risk of injury, reports of
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complications associated with its use are still found in the literature [54]. Several blunt puncture
devices also feature a clear tip for direct-vision puncture, as seen in Figure 8.

//.c.5. Other Devices:
The Covidien Surgical VersaStepTM trocar employs a two-stage strategy of bladed puncture.
This system includes a Veress needle with a tightly fitting elastic sheath. Once the patient is
insufflated, the needle is removed and the sheath left in place. A tapered blunt-tip trocar is
inserted through the sheath, expanding the small hole through the abdomen. Since the trocar is
blunt, the risk of accidental over-puncture exists only in the Veress needle insertion. A Veress
needle has a much smaller cross sectional area than that of a standard trocar and requires
significantly less insertion force; therefore, the potential for over-puncture is reduced. However,
injuries relating to Veress needle insertion are still reported and have motivated device
manufacturers to seek alternate puncture methods [6].
Core tissue biopsy "guns" are devices which prevent accidental needle motion complications
during deep tissue biopsy procedures. Rather than depending on user-applied insertion force to
advance to target depth, these devices employ a spring to suddenly shoot the needle into tissue,
and a tunable mechanical stop which arrests forward motion at a set depth.

II. c. 6. Conclusions
Although devices exist to lower the risk of complications during puncture procedures, use of
these devices is limited to only a few medical disciplines. Clinicians performing other
procedures often must depend on only their clinical technique. In addition, many existing
devices do not directly address the fundamental cause of puncture complications, and are
unsuccessful in reducing or eliminating complications. As such, there remains a great
opportunity for devices to improve the safety and precision of tissue puncture in many medical
disciplines.

l.d. Prior Art: Clinical Technique
l.d. 1: Manual Technique
As is the standard for nearly every medical and surgical procedure in existence, clinicians have
developed a number of specific clinical techniques to overcome the challenges and decrease the
risks of tissue puncture procedures. These range from individual intricacies that are rarely
explicitly described and may even be unintentional, to widely-known procedures that are
ubiquitous in clinical education.
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In laparoscopic surgical technique especially, several techniques to decrease the risk of puncture
plunge injuries are commonly described. When performing the "twist" technique, the surgeon
rotates the trocar while advancing it forward [55-57]. This motion encourages the tearing and
failure of tissue such that axial penetration occurs with less force. Figure 9 shows an illustration
of this technique.
12|
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Figure 9: Illustrationof twist trocar insertion technique [57].
This technique has become especially prevalent with the introduction of blunt trocar devices,
which employ ridges and other features to enhance tissue separation as the device is twisted
during insertion.
A technique which is often taught alongside the "twist" technique in laparoscopy education is
tissue elevation, or "counter-tension". In this technique, the abdominal wall is held, either
manually or with surgical forceps, and pulled upwards and away from the direction of puncture
[54-56]. Figure 10 shows counter-tension applied to a laparoscopic incision.
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Figure 10: Counter-tension appliedto laparoscopictrocarentry [58].
This technique minimizes the risk of puncture plunge in two ways. First, the distance that the
trocar has to safely decelerate following puncture is maximized; not only is the distance between
the abdominal wall and internal organs increased, but anchoring tissue closer to the point where
force is applied reduces the "effective unsupported length" of tissue and will decrease tissue
deflection. This effect is similar to applying the same force to two beams of different length that
are otherwise identical; the shorter beam will deflect less. Second, grasping tissue near the
incision offers an anchoring point for the clinician to achieve superior control during insertion.
Another technique which is described in the surgical literature is to apply short (nearly
instantaneous), controlled "jabs" or bursts of insertion force [54, 57]. By carefully controlling
these thrusts, the surgeon effectively sets a maximum forward travel for the device. In addition,
even if the device suddenly puncture through tissue, the surgeon will have already planned to
stop applying force and as a result will hopefully react more quickly.
Some surgeons attempt to limit the distance to which a device plunges forward by creating an
actual mechanical "safety stop" with their hands. When gripping the device during insertion, the
clinician will position his finger a short distance proximal to the tip of the device, such that when
the device plunges forward the finger will be unable to pass through tissue and the device will be
stopped [55]. It is important to note that if the tissue layer to be punctured is significantly
compliant, as in the case of the abdominal wall during laparoscopic surgery, the tissue may
simply deflect further upon contact with the clinician's hand, allowing the device to plunge
further. This creates the opportunity for a highly effective combination of this technique with
counter-tension to reduce tissue deflection.
Instead of slightly modifying an existing technique, several clinicians have developed entirely
new procedures to reduce the risks of puncture. In the "Hasson" or "open access" technique for
laparoscopic surgery, abdominal access is gained by individually slicing and dissecting through
the layers of the abdominal wall until the abdominal cavity is entered, rather than by puncturing
through [54]. Care must be taken to keep the incision small enough that air leaks do not
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compromise pneumoperitoneum. Once access is gained, a trocar is "dropped" into the incision
and the procedure is continued as normal. Although time-consuming and challenging to
perform, this technique essentially eliminates the risk of puncture plunge.
When penetrating the abdominal wall during laparoscopic surgery, the sudden loss of resistive
force and accompanying visual, auditory, and tactile signals are pronounced and easy to
recognize. In some procedures, it is significantly more difficult to determine when and if a
device has penetrated to target depth, either because the changes in force may too small for the
clinician's tactile sensitivity or may be damped out by surrounding tissues, or because of
variation in anatomical layout and structure between different patients. In these cases, clinicians
have developed techniques to determine device location through alternate techniques. For the
delivery of epidural anesthesia, it is often difficult to determine when the needle tip has gained
access to the epidural space. In the "Loss of Resistance" technique, the epidural needle is
inserted with a saline-filled syringe attached [10, 11]. As the clinician advances the needle, he
maintains injection pressure on the syringe. Due to the dense structure of the spinal tissues, there
is significant resistance to this pressure. At the moment the needle punctures the ligamentum
flavum and enters the epidural space, the saline is able to exit the needle with minimal resistance.
This sudden loss of resistive pressure is felt by the clinician and indicates successful epidural
access.
Finally, several suggestions for clinical technique have emerged from scientific experimentation
on the subject of needle-tissue interaction. As previously mentioned, studies have suggested that
in order to increase the safety and precision of tissue puncture procedures, needles and similar
devices should be inserted at the highest possible velocity to minimize tissue deflection [32, 33,
37]. It should be noted that without the ability to precisely control displacements like automated
systems, clinicians may experience a significantly increased risk of plunge complications when
attempting to insert devices at very high velocities.

I.d.2: Sensing and Planning
A number of common medical imaging technologies have been applied by clinicians to enhance
the safety of puncture procedures. Ultrasound imaging is often used to guide a growing number
of needle-based puncture procedures including breast other trans-cutaneous deep tissue biopsy,
venous access for cardiac catheter placement, amniocentesis, and nerve blocks [59].
Computerized tomography (CT) scan technology is applied in more complex, deeper procedures,
including trans-thoracic needle aspiration biopsy (TTNA) [60]. Although these technologies are
shown to significantly improve outcomes and are in many cases enabling of a procedure, they
incur a significant cost which for many procedures or institutions is impractical for many
puncture procedures. Imaging technology extends outside of clinical technique into research and
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future device development; a number of experimental systems have been proposed which use
imaging data as guidance for needle-based interventions [28, 61].

II. d. 3. Conclusions
A number of clinical techniques have been proposed and implemented for puncture procedures.
Although several may reduce puncture complication risk, their effectiveness has not been widely
studied. Individual clinicians' decisions to utilize various techniques seems to be based on
preference rather than data-driven best practice. In addition, medical imaging enhances the
safety of various puncture procedures, however are often impractical for wide application across
medical disciplines.

II.e. Prior Art Summary
Tissue puncture presents a widespread risk of complications to patients; counting only available
data at least 160,000 complications occur during puncture procedures each year in the US alone.
Complications range from minor tissue damage to life-threatening injury. Although significant
progress has been made in understanding tissue mechanics and the physics of needle-tissue
interaction, there is a strong need for more practical models which are readily-applicable for
clinical technique and device development, as well as further investigation into the effects of
needle insertion velocity during deep tissue puncture. Many devices have been developed for
puncture procedures, however their application and effectiveness are limited, and often they do
not address the fundamental causes of puncture complications. Clinicians apply a variety of
clinical techniques and equipment in puncture procedures, yet their ability to reduce puncture
complications has not been rigorously proven.

Ill. Fundamentals of Tissue Puncture
A fundamental physical basis of tissue puncture is presented to expand on the existing body of
knowledge.

Ill.a. Puncture Plunge
Until the tip of a puncture device penetrates tissue, a balance of forces is present between the
user-applied insertion force and the resistive force from tissue elasticity. At the moment of
puncture, this resistive force immediately drops significantly. Due to the variability and
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anisotropy of human tissue, this drop in resistance force is often sudden and unpredictable. As a
result, the user continues to apply insertion force to the device until he can react to the change in
force. This unbalanced force causes the device to accelerate into the patient. The distance to
which a puncture device will "over-puncture" into the patient before the user reacts is given by

A=

P(1)

2m

Where A is the over-puncture distance, Fp is the insertion force required for puncture, t, is the
user reaction time, and m is the mass of the accelerating system, comprising the device and the
"added mass" of the user's hand and arm. In general, a device will puncture to a lesser depth for
a lower insertion force or reaction time, or for a greater system mass. The importance of
lowering puncture force in minimizing over-puncture injuries is confirmed in the literature [44,
45, 62]. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has stated that the amount of force required to
puncture the abdomen may correlate with chance of trocar injury, and that trocars that require
higher amounts of force to insert may result in twice as many patient injuries [6].

lIl.b. Tissue Deflection during Puncture
The deflection of tissue during puncture has extreme significance in the safety and precision of
puncture procedures. As force is progressively applied to a puncture device, tissue deflects
inwards until sufficient force is applied to yield tissue at the instrument tip. This behavior is
called "tenting". Although not a direct cause of over-puncture, tenting has the capacity to greatly
increase the risk of over-puncture injuries and reduce the precision of puncture access
procedures. As tissue deflects inwards, underlying body cavities, ducts, or vessels are
compressed. As a result, when the instrument tip punctures tissue and accelerates into these
cavities, it has less space to advance before contacting and potentially damaging deeper tissue
structures.
In addition, potential energy is stored in tissue as it deflects prior to puncture. The tissue layer
being punctured stores elastic energy in tenting. Also, tissues connected to this tissue layer
stretch and compress to store energy. Underlying organs are displaced or compressed. When the
instrument tip punctures tissue, the stretched and compressed tissue can suddenly spring back to
its neutral position, which is often in the direction of the instrument tip. Not only can this
behavior cause the tip of the instrument to arrive at a much deeper position within tissue than
intended, but in springing back, organs or tissues can even "skewer" themselves on the
instrument tip. Note that both of these situations are possible if the device tip has no acceleration
at point of puncture, due only to the release of stored elastic energy in tissue. Combined with the
sudden forward acceleration of the tip at point of puncture, tenting creates significant risk of
over-puncture.
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Finally, tissue deflection causes tissue structures to stretch, move aside, or otherwise alter their
"neutral position". In a blind-access procedure, the physician must rely on knowledge of this
resting tissue orientation in order to puncture a target anatomical site. If this orientation is
altered as tissue deflects, the physician may not be able to locate the target, causing an
unsuccessful procedure or even injuring the patient. In the case of automated puncture, many
devices are unable to reliably monitor the deflection of underlying tissues, and may only be able
to collect cutting tip position and insertion force. Without knowing the relationship between
applied forces and tissue deformation, the precision of such procedures is significantly
diminished. It is therefore highly advantageous to characterize and attempt to minimize tissue
deflection during puncture procedures.
In developing a full understanding of tissue deflection during puncture, the literature offers a
wide range of models and experimental findings to consider. It is clear from both observation
and experimentation that tissue exhibits viscoelastic behavior, and that the Standard Linear Solid
model offers a useful representation of mechanical properties.

III.b. 1. Tissue Membrane Deflection
In understanding the deflection behavior of tissue, it is useful to consider the simple case of a
tissue membrane of negligible thickness with a centrally applied force normal to the plane of the
membrane. The membrane is supported at its circumference such that its diameter is fixed. To
understand this scenario, consider a weightless cable with high elasticity fixed at both ends and
hanging horizontally. If a force is applied downwards at the center of the cable, the cable will
begin to deflect downwards. The relationship between the vertical deflection of the center of the
cable and the applied load is given as
P =

v

-Ec
_2EcAcs
sin(tan-1

)

(2)

Where P is the applied load, Ec is the cable modulus of elasticity, As is the cross sectional area
of the cable, dc is the vertical deflection of the center of the cable, and l is the unloaded length
of the cable. Note that for a given load, a longer cable of the same area and modulus will deflect
further.
Now consider a thin circular sheet with high elasticity representing a tissue layer with an
underlying body cavity. In the body, this layer is bounded by connective tissues, so consider the
circular plate to be clamped at its edges. A load is applied downwards at the center of the sheet,
representing a puncture instrument being pressed against tissue. As the sheet deflects
downwards into a conical shape, the material is stretched parallel to the sheet surface in the
radial direction. However, the material is not stretched in the hoop direction; the hoop strain is
zero. Therefore, the circular sheet can be approximated by an infinite number of elastic cables of
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the same length evenly spaced about a vertical axis through their centers in a radial arrangement.
In making this comparison, the length of the cables is analogous to the diameter of the circular
sheet. For a given load, just as a shorted cable deflects to less depth, a circular sheet with a
smaller diameter will deflect to less depth.
Note that this scenario describes a membrane constrained at its border, such that the diameter
remains constant. In the case of an unconstrained boundary, the diameter of the deformed
section of the membrane would grow with deflection in the direction of puncture.

III.b.2. Deep Tissue Puncture
In order to develop a full fundamental basis of puncture, the mechanics of tissue deflection
during deep puncture must be addressed. As proposed in the literature, tissue viscoelasticity is
critical in determining deflection; increasing effective stiffness at higher insertion velocities
results in lower tissue deflection at the moment of puncture, up to the "saturation velocity",
where tissue deflection reaches an asymptotic minimum as described in the literature [33].
However, the mechanics of needle-tissue friction, specifically its apparent positive dependence
on insertion velocity, suggests an opposite effect. If friction force is higher at higher velocities,
it is reasonable to expect that at above the "saturation velocity", increasing frictional forces may
in fact lead to increasing tissue deflection. To investigate this possibility, a bench-top
experiment was performed in which needles were manually inserted into porcine skin and
muscle tissue at various velocities. A high-speed video camera recorded deflection at the surface
of tissue. Figure 11 shows three pairs of frames from these recordings. In each case, the upper
frame shows relatively high-velocity insertion, and the lower frame shows relatively lowvelocity insertion.
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Figure 11: High speed video recordingframes showing tissue deflection during needle insertion
at various velocities. Upper images show relatively high-velocity insertion, lower images show
relatively low-velocity insertion.

Note that although measurements were not taken, these images show that tissue deflection at
higher insertion velocities was often equal to or even greater than at low velocities. This initial
qualitative result suggests the need for further exploration of tissue deflection during deep
puncture.

III.c. Deep Puncture Testing Apparatus

I/. c. 1. Introduction and Background
A few widely-cited studies have examined the relationship between needle insertion velocity and
tissue deformation during puncture, concluding that due to the mechanical properties of tissue,
higher needle insertion velocity results in less tissue deflection during puncture [33, 37]. These
findings suggest that automated systems are ideal for puncture applications given their ability to
reach very high velocities with precision. However, in these and other studies, the range of
velocities tested in experiments used to make these conclusions falls significantly below higher
velocities which are easily achievable by readily available actuators and even simple mechanical
systems.
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These experimental velocities may be limited because of the technical challenges of accelerating
a puncture instrument to a high velocity, maintaining that constant velocity during puncture, and
safely decelerating that instrument following puncture, without significantly increasing the size
or costs of the experimental apparatus; or perhaps due to the difficulty of capturing relevant data
and detecting individual events during small time intervals.
Whatever the reason for the limit on experimental parameters, it is crucial to explore puncture at
higher velocities in order to fully understand the behavior of tissue and develop devices which
leverage this behavior to achieve greater precision and safety during puncture. As such, there
exists an opportunity for instrumentation and associated methods of measuring tissue deflection
during high-velocity puncture.

Ill. c. 2. Experimental Apparatus
The apparatus presented here enables the measurement of tissue deflection during puncture at
needle insertion velocities which may be assumed to be constant and are on the order of 0.5 to 5
m/s. Figure 12 shows the experimental apparatus.

Figure 12: Experimentalapparatusshown at an incline angle of approximately 45 degrees.
The apparatus features a variable-angle inclined linear carriage, and uses gravitational potential
to accelerate a carriage containing a needle to high velocities prior to penetrating tissue. Porous
air bushings enable near-frictionless motion of the carriage. The initial velocity of the carriage at
the moment of first contact with tissue is given as
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Vi =

2glsin(O)

(3)

Where vi is the initial carriage velocity, g is the gravitational constant, / is the acceleration
distance, and 0 is the incline angle. Figure 13 shows the initial puncture velocity of the needle as
a function of both the incline angle as well as the acceleration distance.
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Figure 13: Initial needle penetrationvelocity as a function of incline angle and acceleration
distance.

Note that an acceleration distance of approximately 1.5 meters or greater allows an initial
puncture velocity of 5 m/s to be reached.
The carriage will continue to accelerate during puncture due to gravity. The percent increase in
velocity during tissue puncture is given as
100 -

Avg/( 0

(2g(l

+ d)sin(6) j22gl sin (O)

2g-1sin(0))

(4)

Where d is the maximum needle penetration depth. Note that this velocity increase is calculated
for a "worst-case" scenario, where the tissue applies zero force on the needle in the direction
directly opposite to insertion, resulting in the greatest possible needle acceleration during
penetration. Figure 14 shows the percentage increase in acceleration as a function of both the
incline angle as well as the acceleration distance before penetration, for a needle penetration
distance of 3 cm.
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Figure 14: Percent increase in needle velocity over 3cm of travel as afunction of incline angle
and accelerationdistance.
For an acceleration distance of 1.5 meters or less, and any incline angle, the velocity increases by
1 percent or less over a puncture depth up to 3 cm. As such, the apparatus is designed with a
travel distance of 1.5 meters and puncture velocity may be assumed to be constant.

Ill. c. 3. Measurement Strategy
The presented apparatus measures the relative positions in the direction of puncture of three
references on a common time scale. The first reference is the position of the tissue surface in the
undeformed state, or ground. The second reference is the interface between the tissue surface
and the needle, representing the position of deformed tissue. The third reference is the position
of the needle tip. It is critical to measure the displacement of the needle tip not only to determine
when it has reached a certain depth and to confirm that the needle acceleration during penetration
is negligible, but also to examine the effects of needle-tissue interaction forces, shown to depend
on the needle's inserted length [38, 39].
Instead of measuring these references with individual instrumentation and having to synchronize
to a common time scale, the apparatus captures all three references in the frame of a single highspeed video camera system. This method significantly reduces cost and complexity and
increases measurement accuracy. Figure 15 shows a schematic of the measurement system.
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Figure 15: Experimentalapparatusmeasurement system schematic.
A pattern of circumferential markings is laser-etched on the outer surface of the needle, such that

the surface finish of the needle is not significantly altered. The camera is positioned at an
oblique angle to the axis of puncture, such that the needle-tissue interface remains in view even
as the tissue deflects. As the needle penetrates forward, the number of markings which have
entered tissue represents the position of the tissue with respect to the needle. In addition, a laser

that is fixed to ground is focused onto the needle such that it is visible in the same camera frame.
The position of the laser with respect to the needle markings is used to measure the needle
position with respect to ground. The difference between these two measurements at any time is
the position of the tissue with respect to ground. As such, the deflections of both the tissue and
the needle are measured on a common time scale.
A combination of optical lens and lighting equipment are chosen to deliver a depth of field which
captures the full motion of the tissue surface. It is possible to calibrate distances on the images

using the needle's known width and inter-mark intervals as scales to achieve finer spatial
resolution. The temporal resolution depends on the frame rate of the video system.

Ill. c. 4. Detailed Design
The experimental apparatus is constructed primarily from t-slotted aluminum extrusion, allowing
for modification and addition of additional features and components. The carriage travels on a
pair of parallel stainless steel shafts fixed at both ends. Figure 16 shows the carriage with
relevant components labeled.
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Figure 16: Experimental apparatuscarriagewith relevant components indicated
The carriage travels along the shafts using porous graphite air bushings (NewWay Air Bearings).
The bushings produce a film of air between the bearing surface and the rod in order to allow
near-frictionless motion. A 16 cubic inch on-board compressed air canister supplies compressed
air to the bushings. Prior to each test run, the canister is pressurized to 150 psi through a quickdisconnect air supply line. The canister is connected to a regulator which reduces the pressure to
60 psi and releases the air to three air bushings in a parallel configuration.
Just before releasing the carriage, the air supply line is disconnected to prevent external forces
acting on the carriage during acceleration. The amount of time after disconnecting the air supply
line during which the carriage's on-board air supply is capable of delivering sufficient (60 psi)
pressure to the air bushings is given as
ts-V

- (P

- P,

(5

Where tas is the air supply time, V, is the volume of the air cylinder, in this case 16 in 3 , Ps is the
supply line pressure, in this case 150 psi, P, is the regulated pressure, in this case 60 psi, ZQ is
the total bushing flow rate, in this case 9.51 in 3/sec, and Pa, is atmospheric pressure. Given
these values, the carriage has sufficient on-board air for 10.3 seconds. The time for the carriage
to travel its full path down the inclined rails is given as
t, =

21
gsin(9)

(6)

Given that the apparatus will not likely be operated below a 1 degree incline angle, the maximum
carriage travel time is 4.2 seconds. As a result, the on-board air supply is sufficient for testing,
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allowing several seconds for adjusting and releasing the carriage after disconnecting the air
supply.
Due to their significant unsupported length, the stainless steel rods deform considerably under
their own weight and the hanging load of the carriage. With a fixed support at both ends, the
mid-point radial deflection of each rod is given as
P1 3

-Pr 3+
1b
192EI

Wrir*
W''4(7)

384EI

Where 6b is the beam deflection, P is the center-point load applied by the weight of the carriage,
Ir is the unsupported length of the rod, Er is the elastic modulus of the rod, I is the area moment
of inertia of the rod, and wr is the load per unit length applied by the weight of the rod. In the
worst-case scenario, with the angle of incline nearly zero (horizontal), the carriage positioned at
the mid-point of the rods, and the full weight of the carriage applied to one rod, the mid-point
deflection of a 0.5 inch 306 stainless steel rod is 3.77 mm. With the air bushings, having a radial
clearance of 0.01 mm, mounted co-axially, this amount of shaft bending causes the bushings to
seize. Increasing the shaft diameter to 1 inch reduces the mid-point deflection to 0.45 mm, but
also results in a 272% increase in weight and approximately a 100% increase in price.
To solve this design trade-off and ease assembly, a compliant bushing mounting and carriage
constraint strategy is employed. The two primary co-axial bushings are mounted to the carriage
on compliant elastomer columns, which are axially stiff but permit some shear and bending
deflection. These permit rotation of the two bushings such that the bushings can self-align to
accommodate significant shaft bending during operation and minor axial-misalignment prior to
assembly. These bushings constrain the carriage in both translation along and rotation about the
two axes radial to the direction of travel. A third bushing is used as an outrigger to prevent
rotation about the axis of travel, especially at large incline angles where gravity is unable to act
as a restoring force. This third bushing is attached to the carriage only by its air supply tubing,
sufficiently compliant to accommodate variations in the distance between the two rods.
As the needle penetrates tissue, the tissue applies resistive forces. The carriage must be massive
enough that these forces do not cause significant deceleration during penetration, in order to
preserve the assumption of constant velocity. Not knowing the specific resistive force at each
moment in time, a conservative average constant penetration force Fp, is assumed from available
literature and experiments to be on the order of 1.0 N [31]. The percent change in velocity during
penetration is given as

Av% 100 -Fpd
v 2(
mAv
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(8)

Where m, is the mass of the carriage. It is clear that a lower velocity will result in a higher
velocity difference. The carriage shown in Figure 16 is approximately 2.26 kg. As a result,
carriage velocities less than 1.15 m/s will likely experience a decrease in velocity greater than
1%, with a maximum velocity decrease of 5.3% at the minimum carriage velocity of 0.5 m/s.
Weight may be added to the carriage to counter this effect; in order to maintain a velocity
decrease of 1 percent or less at a minimum carriage initial velocity of 0.5 m/s, the carriage must
be near 12 kg. However it is important to note that (8) assumes a constant force acting on the
needle. In addition, this deceleration acts in parallel with the velocity increase described in (4)
and in some cases may result in a negligible velocity change during penetration.
The carriage is held and released from rest by an electromagnet, allowing a true zero initial
velocity. At the end of its travel, the carriage is safely decelerated by a compact hydraulic shock
absorber.

IIl. c. 5. Measurement System Design
The velocity of the carriage is measured with a light-beam interruption sensor, which is mounted
above the carriage such that the mounting block of the outrigger bushing will pass through the
beam of the sensor immediately before the needle contacts tissue. The precision of this velocity
measurement as a percentage of actual velocity is given as
100 v.

f = 0'

(9)

Wherefs is the sampling frequency of the sensor and lo is the length of the object passing through
the sensor, in this case the mounting block. Given that the mounting block is 51.3 mm long and
the sensor sampling rate is 100 kHz, the sensor measures the carriage impact velocity to a worstcase precision of 0.01% at an impact velocity of 0.5 m/s.
To measure the position of the needle and tissue, a Photron@ Sa5 high speed video camera is
employed. In the presented apparatus, the camera captures video at 10,000 frames per second.
At a maximum needle velocity of 5.0 m/s, over a total needle travel of 0.0245 m this
measurement system captures 49 frames, allowing 49 discrete position measurements. The
camera is placed such that it maintains vision of the needle-tissue interface throughout
penetration. As repeatability in the alignment of optics is unnecessary, adjustments or
reconfigurations to the apparatus may be made throughout testing without detriment to
measurement repeatability. Figure 17 shows the needle-tissue interface as seen through the
camera. A software-based visual reference (cross-hair) has been introduced to aid visualization
of the ground reference.
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Figure 17: Needle-tissue interface a seen by camera, with software generatedground reference.

The needle shown in Figure 17 has markings every 0.5 mm; allowing a 20% visual estimation
gives a spatial measurement resolution of 0.1mm. The precision of velocity measurements (as a
percentage of actual velocity) taken with the high speed video system is given as
%jhvq~
" =100 - r,
Ts

(10)
10

/Mn

Where r, is the spatial measurement resolution and l,, is the measurement length, or the distance
the needle travels between consecutive position measurements. A measurement length of 0.025
m, nearly the full penetration distance of the needle, gives a velocity measurement precision of
0.4%, however this measurement is a representation of the average needle velocity during
penetration and gives no information on the specific velocity profile. A nearly instantaneous
velocity measurement, with a measurement length of 0.5 mm, allows 50 discrete velocity
measurements over the same penetration distance but increases potential measurement error to
20%.

III.c. 6. Testing
In order to validate the design of the apparatus and the model presented in (3), the initial needle
penetration velocity was measured with the beam-interruption sensor at various incline angles.
Figure 18 shows the theoretical and measured initial needle velocity for the experimental
apparatus. Measurement error, less than or equal to a negligible 0.01%, is not shown.
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Figure 18: Theoretical (line) and measured(discretepoints) initial needle penetrationvelocity
as a function of incline angle.
The average difference between the measured and theoretical impact velocity is 2.16%. Most of
this error occurs at low incline angles; the average difference at angles above 1.5 degrees is
0.76%. This is likely due to shaft deflection, which may cause significant changes in incline
angle at lower angles. Note also that in most cases, the measured velocity is less than the
theoretical velocity. This effect is likely attributable to viscous friction within the bushings,
which is not captured in the presented model.
To investigate the assumption of constant velocity during penetration, the carriage velocity was
measured at the beginning and end of porcine muscle tissue penetration over a range of
velocities. Measurements were taken with the high speed video system at a measurement length
of 2.5 mm, corresponding to a maximum measurement error of 4% as given by (10). Figure 19
shows the theoretical initial needle velocity, as well as the measured initial and final velocities
over a needle travel of 0.0245 m, at various incline angles.
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Figure 19: Theoretical initial needle velocity (line), measured initial velocity (black), and
measuredfinal velocity (red).
In each case, the measured final velocity was lower than the initial velocity, with an average

error of 2.17%. Although this change in velocity is easily accounted for by the potential
measurement error, the consist decrease in velocity more likely indicates that the velocity change
due to resistive force given by (8) may have been significant. Additional mass may be added to
the carriage to counter this effect in future experiments.

Ilc. 7. Additional Configurations
The modular design of the experimental apparatus allows for a variety of additional
configurations and features. Specifically, actuators may be used to drive the carriage at
velocities outside the range reached by inclined gravitational acceleration. During
experimentation, a rotational cable-spool system was added to the apparatus that allows constant
penetration velocities b'etween 0.05 - 0.5 m/s when the apparatus is oriented at a zero incline
angle.

Ilc. 8. Bushing System Friction
Due to compliant mounting of the bushing system, frictional forces due to bushing misalignment
are averted. However, the bushing system still experiences some frictional losses due to fluid
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shear within the gap between the bushings and the shafts. Much work has been done to model
the complex fluid interactions within porous air bearings [63, 64]. An alternative first-order
model has been developed to more completely characterize the proposed bushing system.
Assuming steady flow, the frictional force acting on a bushing may be derived from standard
Couette flow as
fb

(11)

b
A

hb

Where ,U is the fluid viscosity, lb is the length of the bushing, db is the inner diameter of the
bushing, v is the velocity of the bushing with respect to the shaft, and hb is the gap thickness
equal to the radial bushing clearance. Since the outrigger bushing does not bear the weight of the
carriage, its load is substantially less than the other bearings and it is considered to be coaxially
aligned with the upper shaft; as such (11) is a suitable expression for the frictional force
experienced by this bushing.
As the two primary bushings support the weight of the carriage, the bushings will deflect radially
out of co-axial alignment with the lower shaft. As such, the air gap between the shaft and the
bushings is of non-uniform thickness. The relationship between the minimum radial gap
thickness of one bushing and radial load is given by the manufacturer as

&r =

564.286 - V18275.5 + 14285.7 - P

(12)

Where 6r is the radial deflection, measured in micro-inches, and Pr is the radial load. Both
primary bushings deflect under the radial component of half of the carriage load, which changes
as a function of incline angle as

Pr =

mcg cos

e

(13)

Where m, is the mass of the carriage, g is the gravitational constant, and 6 is the incline angle.
To determine the force of friction, the fluid shear force is integrated over the varying gap height
between the shaft and the bushing. Assuming that the compliant mounting method allows each
bushing to remain axially parallel to its shaft despite radial misalignment, the force of friction
felt by each primary bushing is given as
fdP = f

d

d

-

(14)

Where r, is the radius of the shaft. As such the total frictional force acting on the carriage during
travel is given as
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(15)

(

Ff = 2 ff p +

This expression of friction may be included in the differential equation of motion of the carriage,
which is acted upon both by gravitational acceleration as well as the velocity-dependent
frictional bushing force and is given as
my, +

Dbic

- mg sin6 = 0

(16)

Where x,. is the displacement of the carriage in the direction of travel, Db is the friction
coefficient, defined by (11-15) and found to be constant for a given angle of incline. This
equation may be solved to determine the velocity of the carriage at the moment of impact, given
as
-_bt

e m (-I+e

Pt
m )-mg

sin

(17)

e(t) =

Ill. c. 9. Bushing Friction Model Testing
To validate the proposed improved model, the carriage was released from rest at various incline
angles. The velocity was measured at impact by the beam-interruption photogate sensor. Figure
20 shows the theoretical and measured impact velocities at various incline angles.
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Figure 20: Theoretical (line) and measured (discretepoints) impact velocity at impact.
The average error between the measured and theoretical impact velocities is now 1.25%. This is
mostly due to the errors at very low incline angles below 1 degree, at which the change in shaft
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angle due to beam bending again significantly affects the acceleration of the carriage. At angles
above 1 degrees, the average error is only 0.07%.

/I/.c. 10. Conclusions
An apparatus has been demonstrated that is capable of measuring tissue deflection during needle
puncture at constant velocities between 0.5 and 5 m/s. The apparatus is relatively inexpensive,
with a total construction cost of less than $3,500.00 and an approximate rental cost of $2,500.00
per week for the high speed video system, which may also be substituted for a less expensive
model. Readily available materials and modular construction allow the construction and
optimization of this apparatus for a variety of needle puncture experiments. In addition, the
effects of fluid shear friction on bushing performance may be characterized. Although the
specific mechanisms of bushing friction are highly complex, this work has discovered a firstorder model which allows calculation of impact velocity to within 0.07%. The results of studies
conducted in this way may have significant implications for clinical technique, puncture device
design, and the development of tools for automated tissue puncture.

Ill.c. 11. Future Developments
Several opportunities exist for future development of the presented apparatus. Although
experiments produced rich sets of data, processing and interpretation of data sets was completed
manually by visual examination and often took over 20 minutes per data set. A number of
software tools for motion tracking exist which may be applied to the apparatus to speed data
analysis by tracking the location of the needle-tissue interface and needle, and detecting discrete
changes in velocities to indicate events such as initial membrane puncture. In addition, such
tools may be used to enhance analysis. One area of potential interest is the deformation of the
tissue surface at multiple points on the surface to obtain a more complex measurement of tissue
deformation. Finally, the lighting requirements of the high speed video system present a
challenge in that the significant light intensity required for high speed video recording is capable
of altering temperature dependent tissue properties and even damaging the tissue sample. As
such, light source timing and sample temperature monitoring equipment may be introduced to
better maintain constant tissue behavior during testing.
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III.d. Deep Tissue Puncture Testing

Ill. d. 1. Experimental Method
In order to examine the deflection of tissue at various needle insertion velocities, an experimental
method was devised employing the presented apparatus. This method focuses on the relative
location of the three previously described references in the direction of puncture: the initial
position of the tissue surface, or ground; the position of the needle tip, and the position of the
tissue surface at the interface between the needle and the tissue. Figure 21 diagrams these three
references at a given instant during deep puncture.

Ground -

---

----

--x(t)

Tissue
Surface
z(t)

Needle - - - - - - - -

- - - - - ----

Figure 21: Diagramof referencepoints andposition variables during tissue puncture.

Variables x(t) and z(t) are defined to measure the displacement of the tissue surface with respect
to ground, and the displacement of the needle tip with respect to the tissue surface, respectively.
The sum of these two variables represents the position of the needle tip with respect to ground.
An experimental method was developed to measure x(t)+z(t), and z(t), such that x(t), the position
of the tissue surface with respect to ground, may be directly calculated as the difference between
the two measurements. As previously described, a high speed video system visualizes the
position of various references against a pattern of markings laser-etched onto the needle in order
to take these measurements. This method was applied to the presented variable-angle inclined
plane high-velocity puncture apparatus, as well as a second apparatus for low-velocity puncture,
shown in Figure 22. This apparatus is essentially a standard materials testing machine capable of
delivering needle insertion velocities between 0.00 1-0.03 m/s.
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Figure 22: Testing apparatusfor measuringtissue deflection during low-velocity puncture.
With these two systems, the deformation of the needle-tissue interface with respect to ground
was measured during penetration at needle insertion velocities between 0.001 and 5.0 m/s. A
standard 1.5 inch long 21 gauge needle (BD 303008) was used, with a maximum penetration
depth of 24.5 mm. In order to maximize tissue homogeneity and minimize boundary effects, 10
cm wide, 10 cm deep cylindrical sections of porcine loin muscle tissue were used. Prior to
testing, tissue sections were slowly heated in a water bath to a homogeneous temperature of 38.8
degrees C, equal to normal porcine body temperature [65].

//l. d. 2. Results
Figure 23 shows the position of the tissue surface with respect to ground for a needle insertion
velocity of 0.57 m/s.
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Figure 23: Tissue deflection over timefor needle insertion velocity of 0.057 m/s.
Note the clear change in velocity just before 0.01 seconds. This discrete change is visible in

each individual test over the range of insertion velocities, and indicates the moment the tip of the
needle fully punctures the tissue surface following initial tissue deformation. At 0.043 seconds,
the needle has displaced the full 24.5 mm and the tissue has reached its maximum deflection of
2.45 mm. Each individual test was analyzed in this way, and the maximum tissue deflection
determined. Figure 24 shows the maximum tissue deflection for a maximum needle travel of
0.0245 m at needle insertion velocities between 0.001 and 5 m/s.
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Figure 24: Maximum tissue deflectionfor 0.0245 m needle travel at needle insertion velocities
from 0.001 to 5 m/s.
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At low velocities, maximum tissue deflection decreases as insertion velocity increases, as
predicted in the literature. However, at higher velocities this relationship reverses, and deflection
begins to increase with insertion velocity. There appears to be an optimal velocity for
minimizing tissue deflection, at approximately 0.3 m/s, producing a tissue deflection of between
1-2 mm. This difference is significant; the tissue deflection at this optimum velocity is over 50%
lower than the deflection at other velocities within the measured range.
It is interesting to note that the maximum insertion velocity tested in the literature which
investigates needle puncture velocity is 250 mm/s [32, 33, 37], just below the optimum velocity
shown in these results.

Ill.e. Proposed Model for Deep Tissue Puncture

Ill.e. 1. Proposed Model
To better understand these results, a practical, first-order model for needle-tissue interaction
during constant-velocity deep puncture is considered. This model is comprised of two distinct
intervals. The first interval starts at t = 0 when the tip of the needle first contacts the tissue
surface, and lasts until the tip of the needle penetrates the tissue surface. The second interval
begins at the moment of tissue surface penetration and ends when the needle has traveled a predefined distance with respect to ground. As pointed out by [29], a third interval exists between
the moment the tip of the needle has first punctured the tissue and the moment the proximal edge
of the needle tip bevel has penetrated tissue. In this first order model, this intermediate interval
is assumed to be part of the first interval, defined as prior to initial puncture.
During the first interval, prior to initial penetration, the tissue surface and needle tip remain in
contact and their displacements with respect to ground are equal. Given the constant velocity
displacement of the needle throughout puncture, the displacement of the tissue surface with
respect to ground is simply given as
x(t)

=

vt

(18)

Where v is the needle velocity and t is time. Since there is no frictional engagement during this
interval, only a tip force acts between the needle and tissue, and can be expected to increase with
displacement until it reaches a high enough force to penetrate tissue and transition to steady
cutting with constant tip force. In order to determine the displacement of tissue at the moment of
tissue surface penetration, a model for the internal tissue forces acting between the tissue surface
and ground is needed.
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As described in [42], force is transmitted through a series of finite tissue elements resulting in a
varying displacement field throughout the tissue. In several studies, tissue properties are
modeled using the standard linear solid model of viscoelasticity [23, 33]. Although this
representation is practical for describing the viscoelastic properties of tissue, it does not capture
the effect of the insertion force being applied to a growing volume of tissue as the needle
advances further. As more tissue is engaged, the bulk viscous and stiffness properties of the
tissue vary. In our first-order model, the body of tissue between the needle and ground is
approximated as one standard linear solid element whose coefficients are a function of tissue
surface displacement which is similar to other models developed [33] with displacementdependent parameters. In order to determine the specific relationship between tissue parameters
and displacement, a set of stress-relaxation tests is carried out at various initial displacements. In
these tests, a blunt hypodermic needle is advanced suddenly into tissue to a certain depth, such
that the application of strain is nearly instantaneous. Axial force is recorded during the entire
test. As the blunt needle is unable to pierce tissue, the tissue surface is sure to displace with the
needle tip. The needle is held at depth while the tissue stress decreases due to viscoelasticity,
until the stress has reached equilibrium. Figure 25 shows the axial force as a function of time for
a blunt needle driven into porcine muscle tissue to a depth of 3 mm, with relevant quantities
labeled.
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Figure 25: Axial force over time for stress relaxation test at 3 mm displacement. Dotted lines
indicate relevant values.
For this and similar experimental results, three values are noted: the maximum or instantaneous
force F1 , the minimum or asymptotic force F2, and the relaxation time TR, or the time for the
force to decrease from maximum to minimum value. From these values, the relevant stiffness
and damping parameters for the tissue may be evaluated [66] at a certain displacement from
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F = (k, +k2 )'x

(19)

F2 = (k, )-xo

(20)

TR

c

(21)

=k2

Where ki is the static bulk tissue stiffness, k2 is the dynamic bulk tissue stiffness, xo is the
instantaneous tissue displacement, and c is the bulk tissue viscosity. The relationships between
these parameter values and tissue displacement are further examined to determine an appropriate
model for the tissue parameters as a function of displacement. Figure 26 shows the measured
dynamic bulk stiffness, k2, as a function of tissue deflection, for porcine muscle tissue.
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Figure 26: Measured dynamic bulk tissue stiffness as a function of tissue displacementfor
porcine muscle tissue.
In the proposed model, a linear approximation is employed to represent these relationships.
From this model of tissue properties and other analyses of standard linear solid behavior [33, 66]
an expression for FN the tip force applied to the tissue by the needle may be determined as
k2(x)t(

FN()k()v-~~)v

1-

()(2

Where x is equivalent to x(t) the displacement of the tissue surface at time t. Recall that until the
moment of initial penetration the tissue deflects with the needle at constant velocity, so inertial
effects may be discounted.
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In order to solve for the tissue deflection at initial penetration, the tip force at that instant must be
known. The specific mechanism of needle puncture into soft tissue has been described as the
propagation of micro-cracks present in tissue [33, 35]; theoretical models are qualitative rather
than readily applicable. Studies that measure the force of initial penetration using hypodermic
needles into animal muscle tissues arrive at puncture force values on the order of 0.1 Newtons at
most insertion velocities [31, 36]. For this model, a force of 0.1 N is assumed for tissue surface
penetration, and will be evaluated using experimental results. Table 2 shows the relevant
parameters for determining the position of the tissue surface prior to initial puncture. Tissue
properties describe the porcine muscle tissue used in experimentation.

Table 2: Parametersused to determine tissue displacement before initialneedle puncture.

Parameter
ki(x)

Value
6000-x N/m

k 2 (x)

10700-x N/m

c(x)

95300-x N/m

Fp

0.1 N

From these parameters, the tissue surface displacement at first penetration as a function of
insertion velocity is determined and shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 27: Tissue displacement at puncturefor insertion velocitiesfrom 0.001 to 10 ml/s
and
system parametersshown in Table 2.
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Note the asymptotic behavior at higher velocities; as the velocity increases the dynamic stiffness
is progressively engaged due to the damping effects of tissue viscosity. Depending on the
viscosity, at high velocities the tissue essentially acts as an undamped non-linear spring with
stiffness equal to the sum of kj(x) and k2(x). This asymptotic behavior is also found in similar
studies [31, 36, 37]
In the second interval of the model, following initial penetration, the needle begins to penetrate
past the tissue surface, continuing forward at constant velocity. During this interval the needle
and tissue displacements are no longer equal, and the forces acting between the needle and tissue
determine the displacement of the tissue surface. Since the mechanism of needle tip cutting
remains the same as during initial puncture, the tip force is considered to remain constant and
equal to the force of initial penetration. As the needle penetrates deeper into tissue, its edges
begin to contact the tissue and frictional forces are exerted.
A number of models for the friction acting between the needle and tissue have been proposed
[29, 31, 38, 39, 41], most of which require fitting to experimental data. Given the known cellular
structure of tissue as a hydrated solid, it is clear that there is fluid contact with the needle as it is
inserted. As such, a frictional mechanism based on hydrodynamic lubrication is proposed for
this first order model. Abdullah et al. have proposed a similar model for friction based on
hydrodynamic journal bearing theory [41]. Recall the viscous frictional force acting on a
circular shaft being axially drawn through a fluid journal bearing at constant velocity is given as
F, =

2

rJl.pf

Vre

e

h

(23)

Where rs is the radius of the shaft, lac is the axial length of the contact surface between the shaft
and the bearing, pr is the viscosity of the lubrication fluid, vrel is the relative axial velocity
between the shaft and the bearing, and h is the lubrication fluid gap thickness. For the proposed
model of a needle being drawn through tissue, the axial contact length is defined as z(t), and the
relative velocity is therefore 2(t). A challenge arises in defining the fluid film thickness between
the needle and tissue, given that the tissue surface is both unconstrained and non-uniform.
Figure 28 shows porcine muscle tissue at the edge of a wound created by a medical needle, with
the direction of puncture indicated.
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Figure 28: Puncture wound edge in porcine muscle tissue createdby medical needle, 20x
magnification.
Note that the individual muscle fiber bundles are intact, and that the wound edge appears straight

but slightly scalloped based on the specific shape of the muscle fiber bundles. For this first order
model, a length-averaged gap heighth is determined by modeling muscle fiber bundles as
closely-packed ellipses and given as
h= b-fj

(24)

Where b is the minor radius of the muscle fiber bundle. Another challenge is present in

determining the specific properties of the lubricating fluid, in this case the fluid present in the
extracellular matrix (ECM). Significant work has focused on characterizing the various ECM
components and their individual properties [24, 67-69]; however, little data exists on the bulk
fluid properties of the ECM other than to say that properties vary greatly with temperature and

hydration and may even exhibit thixotropic behavior [70]. In this model an average value from
the literature is first utilized until comparison of the model result to experimental data offers
further insights. As such, the friction force acting on the tissue is given from (23-24) as

F (t)

=

2*RNPEC

Z(t) .'i(t)

(25)

b I_4
Where RN is the radius of the needle, and pECM is the viscosity of the extracellular matrix fluid.
As the velocity of the tissue is no longer constant after puncture, inertial effects are significant in

this interval of the model. As tissue deflects further and the zone of deformation grows, the mass
of tissue being acted upon increases. In this first order model, an equivalent mass with
homogeneous velocity is proposed as equal to the mass of the conical region of displaced tissue,
and given as
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m(x) = p, -

3

-.x

(26)

Where pt is the density of tissue. In order to fully model the system behavior, a third degree of
freedom y(t) is defined to separate the displacements of the dynamic stiffness and viscous
elements in the dynamic branch of the standard linear solid model. From these components a
model for deformation after puncture is assembled and a set of equations of motion given as
meq(x) -i(t) = Ff (t) + F, - k, (x) -x(t) - c(x) - (i(t) - '(t))

(27)

k 2 (x) -y(t) = c(x)- (-(t) - p(t))

(28)

x(t) + z(t) = v -t

(29)

In developing the proposed model, it is useful to consider the effect of inertial forces due to the
added mass of deflecting tissue. When the needle, traveling at constant velocity, first contacts
tissue and causes it to deform, the tissue must be accelerated from rest to the needle velocity.
The force required to accelerate the tissue can be described as the inertial force. If this force is
significant, it may alter the behavior of the system; specifically the force applied to tissue at a
given displacement would be increased. As a result, the needle might deliver the force required
to puncture tissue at a lower displacement.
Consider the expression of the added or equivalent mass employed in the proposed model, given
by (26). This expression is based on a geometric condition; as the tissue deflects and the volume
of deformed tissue increases, so does the added mass. At the instant the needle contacts tissue,
the added mass is zero since the displacement x is zero. In the first infinitesimal time interval dt
after initial contact, an infinitesimal mass dm is added. The increase in velocity of dm is nearly
instantaneous, therefore the acceleration is very high. However, due to the fact that dm is
infinitesimally small, the inertial force to accelerate this mass is negligible. Similarly, in each
subsequent dt, as additional infinitesimal dm is added and nearly instantaneously accelerated, the
inertial force is negligible since dm is so small. As such, in the proposed model, the inertial
force is negligible before puncture and will not change the deflection at puncture.
It is useful to also consider an alternate formulation of mass in which the entire added mass at
instant of puncture is acted upon by the needle during the entire duration of travel before
puncture. In this extreme case, the inertial force required to accelerate the tissue added mass will
be significantly higher than the actual inertial force, and will present a conservative estimate of
the maximum inertial force. From (22) and proposed model parameters, tissue puncture occurs
at approximately 0.0025 m of tissue/needle displacement. The inertial force will be highest at
highest insertion velocity, or 5 m/s. From (26), the added mass at puncture is 1.73 x 10-5 kg.
The inertial force to accelerate this mass in 0.0025 m is given as
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F

mv
2x Pntr

(30)

Recall that in the proposed model the force to puncture tissue is approximately 0.iN. [Figure]
shows the inertial force to accelerate the added mass, as a percentage of puncture force 0. IN, as a
function of insertion velocity.
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Figure 29: Inertialforceto acceleratetissue equivalent mass as percentage ofpunctureforce, as
function of insertion velocity; conservative estimate.
Note that at velocities below 1 m/s the inertial force in this extreme case represents less than 5%
of the puncture force. In addition, recall that this represents a highly conservative upper bound
for the inertial force; in reality the tissue mass is added an accelerated in infinitesimal quantities
and the inertial force will be significantly lower and likely negligible as given in the proposed
model.
Table 3 shows the parameters corresponding to the needle and tissue used in experimentation.
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Table 3: Parametersrepresenting21 gauge needle andporcine muscle tissue used in
experimentation.
Parameter
ki(x)

Value
6000 -x N/m

k2(x)

10700-x N/m

c(x)
Fp, Ft

95300-x N/m
0.1 N
0.4096 mm
0.05 kg/m-s
150 im
0.0254 m

RN
ptECM
bmuscle

dmax

Figure 30 shows the theoretical maximum tissue deflection as a function of puncture velocity as

determined by the proposed first-order model, as well as the experimental data shown in Figure
24.
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Figure 30: Theoretical (line) and measured (discretepoints) maximum tissue displacementfor
0.0254 m of needle displacement at velocitiesfrom 0.001 to 10 m/s.
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//I.e.2. Discussion
To understand the differences between the theoretical and experimental data shown in Figure 30,
and to better establish the utility of the proposed model, the effects of individual model
parameters are examined. The maximum deflection of tissue during penetration may be
expressed as the sum of the tissue deflection before puncture and the deflection after puncture.
As reflected in the proposed model, the displacement before puncture is governed by the
mechanical properties of the tissue, as well as the force required to puncture tissue Fp. The
displacement after puncture is also governed by tissue mechanics, but also by the frictional
parameters RN, /ECM, and b, as well as by puncture depth d; if the needle is inserted deeper into
tissue the friction force will have more time to act on tissue and the tissue displacement will
increase.
As described in the proposed model, the tissue displacement before puncture decreases nonlinearly as velocity increases, while frictional force and resulting tissue displacement after
puncture increase non-linearly with velocity. As such, a decrease in the tissue displacement
before puncture will result in the displacement after puncture having a dominant effect, causing
the optimal velocity for minimum tissue deflection to decrease. If the displacement after
puncture decreases, the opposite is true and the optimal velocity will increase. In this way, the
ratio between the tissue displacements before and after puncture is critical to determine if the
system is operating above or below the optimal puncture velocity. A dimensionless parameter,
Q, is proposed as this critical ratio and is given as a function of other parameters as
Q 0C f 4vpRdj
v(31)
FPb
In general, if t increases with velocity held constant, the optimal velocity will decrease, and vice
versa. This critical parameter should be further investigated and fully characterized, and may
offer the possibility of a readily applicable method of determining optimal puncture velocity for
a variety of needle-tissue scenarios.
With a deeper understanding of the effect of model parameters, adjustments may be made to the
values shown in Table 3 to fit the model more closely to the experimental results shown in
Figure 24. Figure 31 shows the theoretical maximum tissue deflection as a function of puncture
velocity for an adjusted parameter set.
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Figure 31: Theoretical(line) and measured (discretepoints) maximum tissue displacementfor
0.0254 m of needle displacement at velocitiesfrom 0.001 to 10 m/s. Theoretical displacement
based on adjustedparameterset.
Table 4 shows the adjusted parameters used in this case.

Table 4: Adjusted parameter set to determine theoretical tissue displacement shown in Figure
31.
Parameter
ki(x)

Value
1500-x N/m

k2(x)

19700-x N/m

c(x)
Fp, Ft

3300-x N/m
0.05 N
0.4096 mm

RN

0.05 kg/m-s
150 pm
0.0254 m

ptECM
bmuscle
dmax

This adjusted parameter set results in a significantly closer fit to experimental data, especially at
lower puncture velocities. Note that the largest adjustments were made to tissue mechanics
properties. Recall that in the proposed model these parameters are represented as bulk properties
that vary linearly with displacement, with the specific relationships determined experimentally.
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Figure 32, Figure 33, and Figure 34 show the experimental stress relaxation data and
representative functions for the static bulk stiffness, dynamic bulk stiffness, and bulk viscosity,
respectively, corresponding to the model result shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 32: Measuredstatic bulk tissue stiffness as a function of tissue displacementforporcine
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Figure 35, Figure 36, and Figure 37 show the experimental stress relaxation data as well as
representative functions for the "best-fit" tissue parameter shown in Table 4, corresponding to
the model result shown in Figure 31.
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Figure 35: Measured static bulk tissue stiffness as a function of tissue displacementfor porcine
muscle tissue (datapoints), and adjusted representativefunction (solidline).
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Figure 36: Measureddynamic bulk tissue stiffness as a function of tissue displacementfor
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Note the significant deviation from measured stress-relaxation data, especially in the case of bulk
viscosity. A third, "intermediate" set of parameters is proposed, where the static and dynamic
stiffnesses represent measured data, but the viscosity is represented with an exponential
relationship that matches the order of magnitude of measured data. Table 5 shows this new set
of adjusted parameters.
Table 5: Intermediateparameterset to determine theoreticaltissue displacement.

Parameter
ki(x)

Value
6000 -x N/m

k2(x)

10700-x N/m

c(x)
Fp, Ft

exp(1400-x) N/m
0.05 N

RN

0.4096 mm

pECM

0.05 kg/m-s

bmuscle

150 pm

dmax

0.0254 m

Figure 38, Figure 39, and Figure 40 show the experimental stress relaxation data as well as
representative functions for the "intermediate" parameter set shown in Table 5.
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Figure 41 shows the theoretical maximum tissue deflection as a function of puncture velocity for
the "intermediate" adjusted parameter set shown in Table 5.
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Figure 41: Theoretical (line) and measured (discretepoints) maximum tissue displacementfor
0.0254 m of needle displacement at velocitiesfrom 0.001 to 10 m/s. Theoretical displacement
based on intermediateparameterset.

Note that although this parameter set is unable to fully represent the experimental optimal
velocity results, the adjustment to tissue viscosity results in the change in model concavity at
lower insertion velocities, exhibited by experimental results. Although the "best-fit" adjusted
parameter set is able to capture the experimental system behavior, the required parameter
adjustment suggests the need for more accurate tissue property characterization, especially in the
case of tissue viscosity.

I/. e. 3. Conclusions and Future Work
This work demonstrates that for needle insertion into soft tissue at constant velocity, there
appears to exist a velocity of insertion such that tissue deflection is minimized. This discovery
may have implications for medical device design, development of automated puncture systems,
as well as clinical technique. A first-order theoretical model is proposed to describe this effect,
and suggests that the optimum point is caused by increased viscous friction force at higher
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velocities. Significant adjustment to initial tissue parameters enables the proposed model to fit
experimental data, and indicates the need for more rigorous tissue property characterization in
future model iterations. A dimensionless parameter is proposed which may be developed further
into a readily applicable tool to determine the optimum velocity of penetration for a given needle
and tissue.
This study was performed with the goal of enabling a practical application of needle-tissue
interaction theory. As such future work should focus on developing the proposed model for
practical use. The dimensionless parameter 9 should be investigated in future puncture
experiments in order to determine an optimal value in various applications.
While the experiments conducted in this study were performed on porcine muscle tissue, similar
experiments should be conducted on other tissues and with other needle types, in order to
determine the importance of this optimum velocity effect on other needle puncture scenarios.
Finally, although not observed in this study, other tissue and needle types may result in
interesting dynamic effects including tissue spring-back upon initial puncture. These effects
should be investigated and their importance in determining the optimal puncture velocity
determined.

IV. Critical Parameters for Puncture Device Development
IV.a. Parameters and Effects
From the theoretical models comprising the proposed fundamental basis of tissue puncture,
critical parameters may be extracted which significantly affect the safety and precision of tissue
puncture. Table 6 shows these parameters, the actions which will result in increased puncture
precision, and their resulting specific effects on puncture precision and safety.
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Table 6: Criticaltissue puncture design parameters, actions to improve punctureprecision and
effects on punctureprecision.

Effect(s) on Precision/Safety

Parameter

Action

Puncture Force

Minimize

Frictional Force

Minimize

Tissue Deflection

Minimize

Device Mass
User Reaction Time
Plunge Acceleration
Tissue Stiffness

9
9
e
e

Device Diameter

Maximize
Minimize
Minimize
Maximize
e .e .z
Minimize

Insertion Velocity

Optimize

*

o
*
o
o
9

9

Reduces plunge acceleration.
Reduces tissue deflection.
Reduces tissue deflection.
Increases available space to decelerate plunging device.
Decreases anatomical motion and improves positional
accuracy/precision.
Reduces plunge acceleration (within reason).
Reduces plunge distance.
Reduces plunge distance.
Reduces tissue deflection.
Reduces frictional force.
Reduces puncture force.
Reduces tissue deflection.

Note that several of these critical parameters are dependent; insertion force and tissue stiffness
both determine tissue deflection. These parameters are chosen because they may be directly
influenced by design decisions and device features.

IV.b. DRM Reference Model
A Design Research Methodology Reference Model, as proposed in [71] is a graphical
representation of a "network of influencing factors" in which various parameters and factors lead
to increases or decreases in downstream results. This method is practical to gain a better
understanding of the factors affecting an output and to help a researcher establish a boundary for
his research while still maintaining awareness of outside factors which may be relevant. This
method has been applied for the case of plunge complications, in order to visualize the
importance of various parameters. Figure 42 shows a proposed reference model for tissue
puncture plunge complications performed early in the completion of this work.
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Figure 42: DR M Reference Modelfor punctureplunge complications.

V. Strategies for Precision in Tissue Puncture
For several critical parameters show in Table 6, strategies may be developed which may be
implemented in device design and development to increase the safety and precision of tissue
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puncture. Table 7 shows these parameter-strategy pairs, as well as descriptions for each strategy
proposed.

V.a. Table of Strategies
Table 7: Criticaltissue puncture design parametersand associateddesign strategiesand
descriptions.

Parameter

Puncture Force

Frictional Force

Tissue
Deflection

Strategy

Description
Optimal tip/blade geometry to lower puncture force.
Sharp Tip
Enhance cutting/slicing mechanism with application
Assisted/Alternate
Cutting Mechanism of motion/chemical/thermal energy.
Apply force in alternate direction than axial. Slicing
Change Cutting
Direction
or rotational motion possible.
.iu .Apply surface treatment/substance to reduce
effective frictional coefficient.
Oscillation
Disrupt frictional contact with oscillatory motion.
Reduce compliance in system structural loop in
Anchoring
Ocial
order to reduce tissue "unsupported length".
OptimaInseVeoct
Insertion
Pre-load/Brace
Tissue

Insert device at deflection-minimizing velocity.
Exploit tissue stiffness non-linearity. At greater
tissue strain, stiffness is higher so puncture forces
result in less deflection. Apply initial tissue strain to
pre-load and increase stiffness.

User Reaction
Time

Plunge
Acceleration

Improved sensing and alerts to user to signal
FebcReactimminence or advent of puncture.
Set clinically acceptable threshold and aid in
Improved
training/qualification training to reach threshold for average reaction time
to puncture plunge.
Actively oppose forward plunge acceleration of
Retraction
device tip at moment of initial puncture.
Damping effect allows slow insertion and
application of insertion force, but resists sudden
Viscous Braking
acceleration at moment of puncture.
Static Limits

Tissue Stiffness

Pre-load/Brace
Tissue

Mechanical safety stop limits plunge distance.
See above - initial strain increases stiffness due to
tissue non-linear stiffness.
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Tapered construction
Device
Diameter

a

c

.

Device diameter gradually increases to reduce initial
insertion force while still allowing entry of
necessary instrumentation.
"Stepped" cutting creates progressively larger
incision and spreads insertion force application over
several puncture motions, each with less plunge
acceleration.

VI. Device Concepts
VI.a. Note on Design Method
The design method utilized in developing devices in this study is a course to fine design process
as described in [72]. Following initial background research and development of functional
requirements, best strategies were selected and developed into possible concepts. This method
ensured that devices were developed efficiently and that design decisions were motivated by
achieving functional requirements.

VI.b. Flexural Blade Retraction Mechanism
A mechanism has been previously described [73] and significantly developed during the
completion of this work. The proposed mechanism directly opposes the forward acceleration of
the device tip at the moment of puncture by retracting the tip away from the patient into the
device casing.

VI.b. 1. Proposed Mechanism
The following sub-section is adapted from previous work [73].
As the force applied to the device tip is the most direct indicator of when the tip will begin to
accelerate, the mechanism is directly coupled to the device tip and is activated by a decrease in
force applied to the tip. Figure 43 shows a simple schematic of the proposed mechanism along
with labeled points FCJ and FC2 for reference.
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Plunger

I

x

Spring (coupled to
plunger and ground)

Mechanism
pUpper End
U2

U1

Li

-

FC1

Wall of device
body (ground)

-

Mechanism
Tip End

Trocar

FC2

Tip

Figure 43: Simple mechanism schematic.
When a force, Ft, is applied to the tip end of the mechanism in the positive y (axial) direction,
this force is transferred through the two-force members Li and L2 to the friction contact points
FCJ and FC2. Since Li and L2 are positioned substantially parallel to the x (normal to axial)
direction, they will apply a force, FL, at FC] and FC2 in primarily the x direction. The x
component of force, FL, will generate static friction between the friction contact points and the
wall. The much smaller component of force acting in they direction, FLy, will act to push the
contact points upwards in the positive y direction. Figure 44 shows the tip end of the mechanism
and two-force members Li and L2 under this load with corresponding force components.

FL

FL,
FU
FLX

Ft

Figure 44: Tip end of mechanism under loadfrom instrument tip.
When force, Fs, is applied to the upper end of the mechanism in the positive y (axial) direction
by a tensioned spring, this force is transferred through the two-force members U] and U2 to the
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friction contact points FC] and FC2. Since U] and U2 are positioned substantially parallel to
the y (axial) direction, they will apply force, Fu, at FCJ and FC2 in primarily the y direction.
The y component of force, Fux, will act to pull the contact points upwards in the positive y
direction. The much smaller component of force acting in the x direction, Fuy, will act to pull the
contact points away from the wall, reducing static friction. Figure 45 shows the upper end of the
mechanism and two-force members U] and U2 under this load with corresponding force
components.

t

FS

Mechanism
Upper End
U2

U1
F,

Fu

Fu,

FuF

Figure 45: Upper end of mechanism under loadfrom spring.
Figure 46 illustrates the sequence of steps to operate the device.

1

42

[1 VIt

4

-

I

Figure 46: Puncturemechanism sequence of use.
Prior to use, the user presses a plunger (Figure 46-1) coupled to the upper end of the mechanism,
displacing the mechanism in the negative y direction, exposing the instrument tip from within its
guard and tensioning the spring at the top of the mechanism. With the plunger still depressed,
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the user presses the tip of the device to tissue (Figure 46-2), causing force to be applied to the tip
end of the mechanism in the positive y direction and generating static friction at the friction
contact points. The user then releases the plunger (Figure 46-3). From plunger release until the
moment of puncture, the mechanism experiences forces in the positive y direction at both the tip
end and upper ends. Due to the bias of the mechanism links, the force applied to the device tip
generates a significant amount of static friction that is great enough to prevent these two forces
from retracting the device tip.
When the force on the device tip goes to zero at the moment of puncture (Figure 46-4), the static
friction force is also eliminated and the tensioned spring, which prior to puncture was too weak
to overcome the static friction force, is now able to retract the device tip into its guard (Figure
46-5). A hard stop in the mechanism prevents the linkage from collapsing inwards rather than
retracting the device tip.

VI. b. 2. Mechanism Analysis
In order to further optimize the design of the mechanism and allow for scaling and broad
application, an analytical model is presented. Figure 47 shows the mechanism with relevant
forces labeled.
FS

Fuxx

F1:.

FN

ZFN

F,

FL,
Ff

tF,

Figure 47: Analytical mechanism schematic.
In order to calculate the various forces, the angles 01 and 02 must be known. It is important to
note that these angles can be calculated using the dimensions of the mechanism, and that they are
the only geometric parameters necessary to analyze the mechanism.
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During use and prior to point of puncture, the mechanism experiences two forces in the positive
y direction; F, is applied to the upper end of the mechanism by the spring, and Ft is applied to the
tip-end of the mechanism by the device tip. Fux is the normal (x) component of the force applied
to the wall by the upper two-force members due to the spring force. FLx is the normal (x)
component of the force applied to the wall by the lower two-force members due to the force
applied to the tip.
A net normal force, ZFN, is applied to each wall by the mechanism, pointing away from the
center of the mechanism. The magnitude of 2FN is given as
JFN

= Fx-

Fu,=(2

2tan9

2tan 0(

2

This normal force generates static friction force acting in the negative y direction at each wall,
the magnitude of which is given by
Ff

=

-

(33)

Where p is the coefficient of static friction between the mechanism and the wall. The total static
friction force acting in the negative y direction is given as
YFf = p( F

tan02

F

)(4

tano,(

The mechanism will be in static equilibrium and the tip will remain in the exposed position as
long as the net friction force balances the two externally applied forces, as
S

F,
K2
' >F+

tan 02

tan ,)

(35)

At the moment of puncture, Ft goes to zero, causing the net normal force acting on the wall,
to point inwards. As a result, the static friction force becomes zero and the net force on the
mechanism in the y direction is simply Fs, and the mechanism accelerates in the positive y
direction and pulls the device tip in the same direction into its guard.

ZFN,

No matter how low the required force to puncture tissue, the device will accelerate forward to
some degree upon puncture. To ensure that the forward acceleration of the tip is sufficiently
decreased, the spring must be sized to deliver an adequate retracting force. A static plunge
distance, A,, is defined as the plunge distance over which the device has not accelerated
appreciably and may, for all intents and purposes, be considered as static. This distance should
ideally be significantly less than the distance over which it is acceptable for the device to travel
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with its tip exposed, to ensure safe operation. The time interval during which the device can be
considered static is derived from (1) as
=

2ms

(36)

F

Over this time interval, the mechanism is considered to be accelerating due to the retracting
spring force within a static reference frame. Assuming that friction is negligible, the motion of
the mechanism during retraction is modeled as a simple spring-mass system. The position of the
mechanism tip with respect to time is given by
p(t) = ds cos (t - k/mm)

(37)

Where p(t) is the displacement of the tip in the direction of puncture with respect to time t, ds is
the initial deflection of the spring, k is the spring constant, and mm is the combined mass of the
mechanism and blade. If dg is the distance the tip must retract before it is protected by its guard,
the time to completely retract the tip is given as
tr =

k/mm)

-cos-1

dsd

(38)

Equating (35) and (37) and solving for k gives the required spring constant to completely retract
the tip before the device has appreciably accelerated forward as
k =

F-mm
2mAs

1

Cos-2

ds-d\1 2
ds

(39)

VI.b.3. Design Refinement: Flexure
Since the angular deflection of the linkage during operation is relatively small, the linkage may
be replaced by a flexure that accomplishes the same directionally biased force conversion from
axial force to normal force. This change significantly reduces the part count of the mechanism,
allowing for lower manufacturing cost and simplified assembly. Figure 48 shows a possible
planar flexure design that can replace the linkage mechanism to achieve the same functionality.
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Backstop

Figure 48: Potentialflexure design.
Note that seated joints have replaced the two distal-most linkage points, which carry significant
compressive loads that might cause a flexural element to fail. The lower links have been
thickened to prevent buckling failure due to compression. The flexure is also slightly oversized
such that it must be very slightly compressed in the horizontal (x) direction in order to fit
between the walls of the device. As such, with no tip force applied the flexure already contacts
the wall and during puncture the tip force contributes entirely to the frictional lock rather than
being partly wasted by deforming the flexure into contact with the wall. Initially compressing the
flexure also creates a residual force pointing normal to the wall that generates static friction even
when no force is applied to the mechanism in the axial (y) direction. In the flexure shown in
Figure 48, the upper flexural members are made slender such that this initial residual force is
negligible. In addition, these thin members deform over their entire length, preventing stress
concentrations that might lead to failure of more discrete flexural elements. However, these thin
members are susceptible to failure due to the combination of tensile and bending loads when the
flexure deforms away from the wall and pulls the tip backwards. A backstop element, indicated
in Figure 48, is included such that after the flexure deforms away from the wall the backstop
engages and the full tensile retracting force is transferred through the backstop rather than the
slender flexural members. In addition, the backstop limits relative displacement in the
compressive direction in order to prevent the mechanism from failing by passing its singularity
point if a high enough tip force is applied.

VI.b.4. Pre-Load Feature
With this mechanism, the user has to keep applying force to expose the blade until the blade is
pressed against tissue. The functionality of this mechanism depends on the user knowing when
to stop applying force, which is something that has to be practiced or taught. A "pre -loading"
feature may be incorporated into this technology, such that the physician does not have to know
when or how to apply or relieve force during tissue puncture to ensure proper device function.
In the proposed improved mechanism, the walls contain a securing feature and are compliant in
the radial direction with respect to the device main (puncture) axis. When the mechanism is
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initially advanced to expose the device tip, it will engage the securing feature on the walls. The
securing feature may be a snap, latch, or friction-inducing surface, such that once the mechanism
engages the securing feature, the user can release the mechanism and it will remain in the
advanced position with the tip exposed. Figure 49 shows a possible mechanism embodiment in
the initial state as well as the pre-loaded state with the securing features engaged.

Figure 49: Proposedmechanism embodiment in initial (left) andpre-loaded(right) states.
This embodiment employs cantilever beam walls with a snap securing feature. Depending on the
specific embodiment of the feature, the walls may remain deflected when engaged with the
mechanism, as in the case of a frictional clamp.
Once the device is pre-loaded, the physician presses it against tissue to begin puncturing. As the
insertion force increases, the mechanism will apply radial force to the walls, causing them to
deflect outwards. At a certain level of insertion force before the tip has punctured tissue, the
securing feature will disengage the mechanism. However, the mechanism does not retract
because force is still applied to the device tip, maintaining the frictional lock with the wall.
When the tip punctures tissue and the frictional lock is released, the mechanism will retract since
it is no longer engaged with the securing feature. If for some reason the user releases insertion
force before the device has fully punctured tissue, the mechanism may retract the device tip. In
this case, the user can re-advance the tip to the pre-loaded position and continue puncturing
tissue.
In order for the mechanism to function correctly, it is critical that the mechanism becomes
frictionally locked against the walls before the securing feature disengages; if not the mechanism
will retract as soon as the securing feature disengages. It is also critical that the securing feature
always disengages before puncture; if not the mechanism cannot retract the tip upon puncture.
To ensure this order of events, a test condition is introduced as
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Ft1 < Ft2 < Ftpm

(40)

Where Fa is the tip force at which the mechanism becomes frictionally locked to the walls, F2 is
the tip force at which the securing feature will disengage, and Ft,, is the minimum value of tip
force at which the device punctures tissue.
An expression for F1 is obtained by solving (34) for F as
1+tan61

Ft1= F *

I

(41)

tan 6 2
Although the pre-load securing feature prevents the spring force from being transferred to the
mechanism, the spring force must be included in this analysis since the mechanism must remain
locked after the pre-load is disengaged and the spring force is allowed to act on the mechanism.
To solve for Ft2 the specific structural parameters of the pre-load securing feature must be
known. Figure 50 shows one half of the mechanism in the pre-loaded state with a cantilever
beam friction-clamp securing feature and relevant geometric parameters and forces labeled.
:Fs

Fc

Y

FN

F-r

Figure 50: Half ofpre-loadedmechanism with friction-clamp securingfeature; relevantforces
and parametersshown.
The mechanism will remain in the pre-loaded state as long as
2p(F + FN) > Fs + Ft

(42)

Where F, is the force exerted by the frictional securing feature on the mechanism in the normal
(x) direction, and FN, Fs, and F, are the previously described normal force, spring force, and tip
force, respectively. Note that above very small values of tip force, the mechanism essentially
behaves as if anchored to the wall at the friction lock contact points. Therefore, F and FN may
be discounted and (41) may be further simplified as
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2pFc > Fs

(43)

It is important to note that securing force Fc is still directly dependent upon FN. Castigliano's
theorem is applied to the cantilever beam shown in Figure 50 and yields this relationship as
(6EIoo + h(m)3 FN - 3h(m) 2 1(m)FN

2m)3

c =

(M

)(44)

21(m)

Where E is the elastic modulus of the cantilever material, I is the second area moment of inertia
for the cantilever, wo is the displacement of the tip of the cantilever due to the pre-load being
engaged, h(.) is the distance from the cantilever base to the frictional lock contact point, and 1(m)
is the distance from the cantilever base to the frictional securing feature contact point.
Given that no spring force is transferred to the mechanism as long as the pre-load is engaged, the
expression for FN in the pre-loaded state is simplified to
FN

=t a
2 tan 02

(45)

Combining (43) and (44) and solving for Ft yields the expression for Ft as
(M) 3 Fs

= \t

-6EIwo

M3

(h(m) 3

-

* 2 tan

2

) 1m
3h (m)l(m))

(46)

The value of Fp, can be determined experimentally and an appropriate safety factor applied. As
such, (39) is more completely expressed as
Fs

m

/1
1

(an 6

s -

Stan2

6EIw&O
)

< Ftpm

(47)

h(m) 3 3h(m) 21(m))
1tan-) 02
-2nO
1

In addition to disengaging the mechanism prior to puncture, it is critical that the securing feature
does not snap back upon puncture and re-engage the mechanism before it can retract. Several
methods are proposed to avert this risk. If some part of the compliant walls is made viscoelastic,
the walls will be slow to return to their original position and will not be able to re-engage the
mechanism before it has retracted. In addition, an element of axial compliance may be
introduced in the mechanism between the mechanism's securing feature and the remaining distal
portion of the mechanism. When the pre-load disengages during puncture, this compliance
allows the retraction spring to retract the securing feature to a position where it cannot be reengaged, while the rest of the mechanism remains static until puncture. Figure 51 shows a
possible flexure embodiment featuring an axial compliance element.
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Figure 51: Mechanism embodiment with axial compliance element.
As the walls deflect outwards during puncture, the forces applied between the mechanism and
wall at the friction contact points may change direction and magnitude. In order to maintain
successful device function, this effect must be accounted for such that the mechanism does not
retract prematurely. In the embodiment shown in Figure 49, the contact point is close to the fixed
end of the cantilever walls, ensuring that angular and radial deflection are minimal. Additional
countermeasures include rough surface treatments or an angled surface section on the wall at the
contact points.

VI.b.5. Sensitivity Analysis
To ensure successful operation of prototypes despite fabrication tolerances and to identify
potential sources of discrepancies in testing, a sensitivity analysis was performed for the given
parameters of the proposed mechanism. A hypothetical mechanism was determined with
nominal parameter values for successful operation satisfying test condition (46) and shown in
Table 8. The resulting theoretical frictional locking tip force Fa, as given by (40), and pre-load
disengaging tip force Ft2, as given by (45), are also shown.
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Table 8: Nominalparameterand theoretical resultant values for hypothetical mechanism.

Parameter
01

Value
83 degrees

02

p

12 degrees
0.8

Fs
E
I
(00

6.125 N
3.2 GPa
3.125x10-" m 4
0.0035 m

h~m)

0.02 m
0.05 m
2.37 1 N

l(n)
TheoreticalFi
TheoreticalF2

9.342 N

An acceptable variation of 5% was proposed for the theoretical resultant frictional locking tip
force. For each relevant parameter, 01, 02, p, and F, the range of values corresponding to the
acceptable resultant force variation was determined, each with all other parameters held constant.
Table 9 shows the nominal value and acceptable range of each parameter given a maximum
frictional locking tip force variation of 5%.
Table 9: Nominal values andacceptable rangesforfrictionallocking tipforce input parameters.

0
02

p
Fs

Nominal
Value
83 degrees
12 degrees
0.8
6.125 N

Acceptable
Range
88.803 to 81.211
11.562 to 12.422
0.8306 to 0.7707
5.8188 to 6.4312

Note the difference between the acceptable ranges of the two angles. While 01 may vary by
almost 8 degrees, 02 is acceptable only within a range of one degree. As a result, any mechanism
variation that impacts angle 02, such as a change in the distance between the mechanism walls,
may have a significant affect on mechanism performance. In addition, coefficient of friction p,
which can vary significantly depending on surface treatments or defects, must also be tightly
controlled. Note that each parameter was studied one at a time and independent of other
parameters, and can only be evaluated as such in this discussion.
Relevant to the pre-loading mechanism, the same 5% variation was proposed for the
theoretical pre-load disengaging tip force, and the corresponding ranges of relevant parameters
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02, p, E, I, coo, h(m),

'i),

and F, were determined, again each with all other parameters held

constant. Table 10 shows the nominal value and acceptable range of each parameter, given a
maximum pre-load disengaging tip force variation of 5%.
Table 10: Nominal values and acceptablerangesfor pre-loaddisengagingtipforce parameters.
Parameter

Nominal Value

Acceptable Range

02

12 degrees

11.4155 to 12.5788

p
Fs
E

0.8
6.125 N
3.2 GPa

0.7549 to 0.8508
6.4908 to 5.7592
3.1129 to 3.2871

I

3.125x10-"

WO

h(m)
1(n)

4

0.0035 m
0.02 m
0.05 m

3.04 x10-" to 3.21 x100.0034 to 0.0036
0.0206 to 0.0195
0.0507 to 0.0493

Again, the various parameters must be tightly controlled to maintain the pre-load disengaging
force within the proposed acceptable range. Note that parameters oo, h(n7), and l(in) must all be
accurate to within one millimeter, and that 02, is still only acceptable within one degree. As
before, this analysis only elucidates the significance of each parameter independent of other
parameters.

VI. b. 6. Testing and Evaluation
In order to evaluate the proposed mechanism and validate the presented theoretical models,
several tests were performed on various prototypes. To study the original mechanism and
determine its ability to reduce forward acceleration of the tip upon puncture as predicted by (3538), a prototype featuring a laser-cut acrylic flexural mechanism was constructed. Table 11
shows the parameters used to design this prototype, as well as the maximum allowable time to
retract the mechanism, as given by (35), and the theoretical time to retract the mechanism, as
given by (37).
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Table 11: Selected and resultantparametersfor testing mechanism.

Parameter
01

Value
84 degrees

02

10 degrees

p
Fp

0.8
4.71 N
4.45 N

m (device + user's arm)

5.32 kg

As
ds
dg

0.001 m
0.049 s
0.017 m
0.0041 m

mm

0.01 kg

k

275 N/m

Theoretical tr

0.004 s

Fs

Maximum t,

Note that this selection of parameters is highly conservative, as Maximum tr >> Theoretical tr.
The prototype was used to puncture a simulated tissue membrane made of latex rubber. A
Vision Research Phantom® v7.1 camera equipped with a Tamron 90mm Macro lens captured
the motion of the device tip at the moment of puncture at 500 frames per second.
To further study the original mechanism and governing equation (34), a prototype featuring two
interchangeable laser-cut acrylic flexural mechanisms was positioned below an ADMET eXpert
560x universal force testing machine. Table 12 shows the relevant parameters of the two
mechanisms, as well as the theoretical frictional locking tip force Fa
1 , given by (40). Geometric
parameters were measured from the actual prototypes to account for manufacturing variations.
Table 12: Parametervalues for experimental mechanisms, and theoreticalfrictionallocking tip
force values.

Parameter
01
p
Fs

Mechanism 1
83 degrees
6 degrees
0.8
4.623 N

Mechanism 2
85 degrees
10 degrees
0.8
4.204 N

TheoreticalFa
1

0.768 N

1.27 1 N

02
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For each mechanism, the mechanism was advanced to expose the tip, and a compression spring
was placed between the tip and the head of the force testing machine, with sufficient
compressive force to lock the mechanism in place. The head of the force testing machine was
raised at a rate of 0.5 mm/sec, gradually decompressing the spring and decreasing the tip force,
until the mechanism disengaged and retracted. The tip force at which the mechanism disengaged
was recorded to validate the theoretical frictional locking tip force shown in Table 12. This was
repeated 5 times for both mechanisms.
To study the more complex governing model proposed in (46), more specifically the expression
for the pre-load disengaging tip force F 2 shown in (45), a prototype featuring a pre-loading
laser-cut acrylic mechanism and a blunt tip was mounted to the head of the force testing
machine. Table 13 shows the relevant mechanism parameters, as well as the theoretical pre-load
disengaging tip force F12 , given by (45). Again, geometric parameters were measured from the
actual prototype.
Table 13: Nominal parametervaluesfor hypothetical mechanism.
Parameter
01

Value
84 degrees

02

15 degrees
0.8

p

Fs
E
I
coo
hon)
ln)

TheoreticalFt2

5.31 N
3.2 GPa
3.125 x 10" m
0.00268 m
0.01905 m
0.0465 m
11.53 N

The device was positioned above a lever connected to the ADMET force testing machine by an
elastic band. The tip of the mechanism was first advanced into the pre-loaded state and placed in
contact with the lever, and then tension was gradually applied to the elastic band. Maintaining
the lever in the horizontal position and using the known lever ratio, a desired tip force was
applied to the mechanism. By snipping the elastic band with scissors, the force on the tip could
be suddenly removed, simulating a puncture event. This procedure was performed incrementally
in steps of 0.1 N of tip force, until the mechanism retracted upon "puncture", indicating that the
pre-load disengaging tip force had been reached. In addition, by gradually applying tip force, it
could be verified that the mechanism would frictionally lock before disengaging the pre-load,
satisfying (39). This was repeated 5 times.
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VI.b. 7. Results and Discussion
Figure 52 shows 4 consecutive frames from the high-speed video footage of the device
puncturing simulated tissue, as well as a 5 th frame from 10 frames later in the video sequence. A
dotted line is included to compare relative position between frames.

IAI

Figure 52: Four consecutiveframes from high-speed video of device puncturingtissue, and 5 th
frame from 10 frames later.

Within four 5 0 0 th S of a second after the tip punctures tissue, or 0.008 seconds, the tip is fully
retracted and concealed within the blunt end of the device. This time interval is slightly greater
than the theoretical time to retract given in Table 11, perhaps due to friction within the system.
Nevertheless, the measured retraction time is still significantly smaller than the maximum
allowable retraction time; the mechanism responds so quickly to the sudden change in force that
retraction is fully completed before the device has advanced forward appreciably. The last frame
shows that the device, now with the tip fully concealed, does eventually advance forward. As
such the mechanism has completely reduced the forward acceleration of the tip upon puncture; in
fact the net acceleration of the tip until it is fully concealed is negative and points away from the
patient.
Table 14 shows the average measured frictional locking tip force, standard deviation, and percent
difference from the theoretical value shown in Table 12 for both mechanisms.
Table 14: Average measuredfrictionallocking tipforce, standarddeviation, andpercent
differencefrom theoretical value for mechanisms ] and 2.

Parameter

Mechanism 1

Mechanism 2

Average MeasuredFa

0.667 N

0.712 N

StandardDev.

0.056 N

0.124 N

% Difffrom Theoretical

13.2 %

93

%
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Although the measured value for mechanism 1 compared closely with the theoretical value, the
values for mechanism 2 were significantly different, with the measured frictional locking force
just over half the theoretical value. Note that both mechanisms unlocked at tip forces below the
theoretical value. This may be due to several factors. First, the walls of the prototype may have
deflected slightly outwards due to the normal forces at the contact points. This deformation
would cause the lower mechanism links to become even more substantially parallel, decreasing
02 and subsequently increasing the friction force at the walls, allowing the mechanism to lock at
a lower tip force. In addition, a local stress concentration at the mechanism contact points may
have caused local deformation in the walls and a more favorable contact geometry, increasing
the frictional force. Finally, the laser cutting process used to fabricate the prototype produces a
slight edge taper. This may have further altered the mechanism contact point geometry.
It is important to note that the mechanism still operated successfully. For both the original and
the pre-loading mechanisms, the frictional lock engaging and disengaging should be the first and
last "events" when using the device to puncture tissue. As a result, it is acceptable for the
mechanism to frictionally lock at a lower tip force than intended. This behavior would become
problematic for a puncture event where significant tip force remains after puncture, such as
puncturing through a stiff tissue layer into a softer layer. This result demonstrates the sensitivity
of the mechanism to its geometric parameters and the need for further investigation into
controllable and reliable manufacturing methods.
Table 15 shows the average measured pre-load disengaging tip force, standard deviation, and
percent difference from the theoretical value shown in Table 13.
Table 15: Average measuredpre-loaddisengagingtipforce, standarddeviation, andpercent
difference from theoreticalvalue.
Parameter
Average MeasuredFt2

Value
5.89 N

StandardDev.

0.07 N

% Difffrom Theoretical

49%

Although the measured value for the pre-load disengaging tip force was highly repeatable, it was
significantly lower than the theoretical value. This error is likely due to the deflection of the
cantilever wall elements as tip force is increased, which is not fully accounted for in analysis
leading to (45). As the walls deflect outwards, the lower mechanism links are able to become
even more substantially parallel, decreasing 02 and subsequently decreasing the pre-load
disengaging tip force. Despite this discrepancy, it is critical to note that in each case the
measured value of the pre-load disengaging force was lower than the theoretical value.
Supposing that this mechanism were designed for a specific application with a known minimum
puncture force, with TheoreticalF2 < Ftpm,, condition (39) would remain satisfied; the actual pre94

load disengaging tip force would always be lower than the minimum puncture force. In addition,
in each trial, the mechanism did not prematurely disengage, meaning the frictional locking tip
force was always lower than the pre-load disengaging tip force. As such, condition (39) was fully
satisfied, ensuring the mechanism would function correctly.

VI. b. 8. Future Work and Applications
In order to advance this concept to the next stage of development, several topics should be
investigated. An optimal flexure design should be determined along with a reliable and
repeatable fabrication process. In addition, a bladed tip should be designed in order to achieve
the lowest cutting force in the safest manner and to ensure that the blade retracts successfully
when its tip penetrates tissue. Aesthetics and ergonomics should also be addressed for specific
applications. Finally, extensive testing of the device in animal models is necessary. This will
validate the device's safety in preparation for clinical trials.
The mechanism is scalable for medical devices including veress needles, venous access needles
for catheter placement, epidural or spinal tap needles, and lung puncture devices to correct
collapsed lungs. In addition, the mechanism can be modified to work with drilling devices used
in cranial access, bone marrow biopsy, and other procedures.
Over-puncture is a challenge in areas outside medicine as well. Sometimes, a hole must be
drilled through a wall or vehicle body when there is a pipe, electrical conduit, gas tank, or other
fragile or dangerous object hidden behind it. A consumer or industrial drill could employ a
similar mechanism in order to drill only through the wall and no further. In similar fashion, a
table-top drill press could be made to prevent the user from drilling through a part and into the
drilling table or chuck. In these applications, a pin-joint mechanism might be used rather than a
flexural mechanism for durability and ease of repair. Much larger drilling applications including
rock and soil drilling and even oil drilling could potentially utilize this mechanism to prevent
drilling too far and causing damage.

VI. b. 9. Conclusions
The problem of over-puncture during tissue puncture procedures is broad-reaching yet
insufficiently resolved, as evidenced by current complications rates, available devices, and
physician techniques. Over-puncture is caused by a forward acceleration of the device tip at
point of puncture. This effect may be alleviated by reducing the required insertion force and by
actively opposing the forward acceleration.
The proposed device accomplishes the latter with a novel mechanism, potentially reducing risk
to the patient during blind access procedures. Geometry-driven force analysis of the mechanism
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is presented and enables sizing and scaling of various mechanism components. A flexure-based
design iteration of the mechanism reduces part count and cost without sacrificing performance.
The proposed improved mechanism with pre-load adds significant functionality, usability, and
commercial feasibility to the original design.
High-speed video footage of the device puncturing simulated tissue demonstrates that the
mechanism is capable of eliminating the forward acceleration of the device tip at the moment of
puncture. Force testing of both the original and improved mechanisms demonstrates the
successful function of the device. Discrepancies between theoretical and measured parameters
highlight the need for reliable manufacturing methods and more rigorous testing and
characterization of mechanism behavior.
The technology remains widely scalable to a variety of medical applications. In addition, this
concept is potentially applicable in a variety of other fields that require puncture access. With
theory-driven improvements in puncture devices, it is possible to make fundamental changes in
the safety and efficacy of tissue puncture procedures across many medical disciplines.

VI.c. Suction-Assisted Tissue Anchor
A device is proposed to increase the precision of tissue puncture by employing a strategy of
shortening the structural loop. The proposed device anchors a ring of tissue around the puncture
site, significantly decreasing the diameter of the "tent" of deforming tissue. As shown in (2), this
results in the tissue deforming to a much lesser depth prior to puncture, and the risk of puncture
plunge is lowered.

VI.c. 1. Compliant Structural Loop
The precision of puncture access procedures is further limited by the relatively long and
compliant structural loops inherent to these procedures. A typical structural loop for puncture
access procedures is shown in Figure 53.
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Figure 53: Structural loopfor typical puncture access procedure.

The loop begins at the device tip and contains the device, the surgeon's hand, arm, and body, the
floor, the table or other patient positioning device, and the patient. There are many compliant
elements in this long structural loop, including the patient and the surgeon's entire body. In
addition, the relatively large mass of these elements with respect to the puncture device causes
the structural loop to be greatly affected by inertial effects present when the device accelerates at
point of puncture. These factors reduce the surgeon's fine-motor control and puncture depth
precision.
In some cases, the surgeon attempts to gain better control by holding the tissue with his free
hand. In this case, the structural loop is tighter and better precision may be achieved. However,
the loop still includes the surgeon's hands arms, and torso, as well as the tissue between the
puncture site and the surgeon's grasp, all of which are compliant elements contributing to lesser
precision. Figure 54 shows this modified structural loop.

Surgeon

Instrument

Tissue

Figure54: Modified puncture access structuralloop.
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The proposed device is arranged to allow one-handed operation in a syringe-plunger
configuration. The tissue anchor body includes an inner lumen through which the puncture
device is inserted and which acts as an axial slider bearing surface for the puncture device. Grip
elements are arranged on the tissue anchor and puncture mechanism to allow the surgeon to hold
the tissue anchor and with the same hand to advance the puncture device with respect to the
tissue anchor. The resulting structural loop is shown in Figure 55.
Surgeon's Hand

Puncture
Instrument

Suction Anchor
Tissue

Figure 55: Structuralloopfor proposeddevice.
This structural loop is relatively short and contains only the puncture device, the surgeon's hand,
the tissue anchor, and the tissue membrane to be punctured. In addition, the tissue is anchored
very close to the puncture site, reducing the overall structural loop compliance. This
configuration allows for significantly greater precision and puncture depth control.

VI. c. 2. Porous Suction Tissue Anchor
The proposed tissue anchor employs suction through a porous surface as a fixation mechanism.
The porosity of the anchor surface is critical because it allows for continuous tissue fixation
independent of the amount of available suction area in contact with tissue. Suction has been
widely employed as a tissue anchoring mechanism, as can be seen in many patents including US
2005/0273129 Al, US20040138522A1, and 5108412. Consider a suction tissue anchor as
detailed in US 2005/0273129 Al, comprising of a single vacuum source connected to a plurality
of suction lumens that engage tissue at their free ends. These lumens can be modeled as switches
that are either open when in contact with tissue or closed when unobstructed. When the switches
are open, their resistance to airflow can be considered negligible. Figure 56 shows a circuit
diagram representing this scenario with n lumens.
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Figure 56: Circuit diagram of multi-lumen suction system.
Note that the total equivalent resistance of this circuit between the vacuum source and the tissue
is either infinite or zero. If one or more of the switches is closed representing a loss of contact
with tissue, there is a short circuit in the system. As a result, the pressure difference across the
anchor-tissue boundary becomes zero and tissue fixation is lost. In order for these traditional
suction tissue fixation systems to function, the entire available tissue anchor area must be in
contact with tissue to avoid a short-circuit.
If the network of suction lumens is replaced by a porous surface, the behavior of the system
changes. Due to the micron-scale characteristic diameter of the pores, there is a significant
resistance to airflow across the porous surface. This configuration can be modeled by adding a
resistive element to each lumen branch in Figure 56, with each branch representing a pore
opening and the number of branches increasing as either the porous surface area or the pore
opening area density increases, as shown in Figure 57.
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Figure 57: Circuitdiagramfor porous surfacefluidflow.
Even when a switch is closed, representing an unobstructed pore, a resistance still exists in that
branch preventing a short circuit. If the resistance of each branch is assumed to be equal, the
total equivalent resistance of this circuit between the vacuum source and the tissue is given as
_R

ER = R

(48)

Where 2R is the total equivalent resistance, mnp is the number of pore openings on the suction
surface that are not in contact with tissue (corresponding to branches where the switch is closed),
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and Rp is the resistance of an individual pore opening. As more pores become unobstructed and
m increases, the total equivalent airflow resistance decreases resulting in a lower pressure
difference across the circuit. If all the pores are unobstructed, a pressure difference remains
across the anchor-tissue boundary.
The proposed device employs either a porous surface as described above or a constant-thickness
section of porous media with a network of interconnected pores rather than a set of discrete fluid
paths each with a unique opening. It is more accurate to model this latter configuration by a
single branch circuit as shown in Figure 58 with a single variable resistor.

V

R

Figure 58: Circuitdiagramfor porous mediafluidflow.
The resistance of the circuit can be calculated using Darcy's Law for fluid flow through a section
of porous medium, given as

Q=

-kmAf
(APm)
pl Lm

(49)

Where Q is the fluid flow rate, km is the permeability of the medium, Af is the cross sectional area
of flow, pf is the fluid viscosity, L. is the length of the thickness of the medium in the direction
of flow, and APm is the pressure difference across the medium. From (47-48) the fluid resistance
through the media can be expressed as
Rm = P LM
kmAf

(50)

Where R. is the fluid resistance across the porous media. For the proposed device, the cross
sectional area of flow is given as the different between the total available suction area and the
tissue contact area. The fluid resistance across the porous media for the proposed device can be
expressed as
Rm =

p Lm
km(As- AT)

(51)

Where As is the total available suction area and AT is the tissue contact area. Note that for any
value of AT the resistance across the porous media is non-zero. Additionally, note that in the
porous membrane model expressed in (47), for any value of m,, the resistance across the porous
membrane is non-zero. As a result, the porous suction tissue anchor is theoretically capable of
providing some level of tissue fixation at any fraction of available suction surface area in contact
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with tissue. In practice, this ability is useful to prevent fixation failures when a small region of
tissue pulls away from the suction surface.
A viscous braking element may be incorporated into the proposed design between the slider
bearing surface of the tissue anchor and the puncture device. This modification prevents large
accelerations of the puncture device with respect to the anchor, and may further prevent overpuncture of the device tip at point of puncture.

VI.d. Audible-Frequency Vibration of Puncture Devices
In order to lower insertion force by employing an alternate or augmented cutting method, the
concept of vibrating puncture devices at audible or low frequencies was developed and tested.
Since these experiments were conducted at low velocities in tissue-substitute ballistics gelatin, an
alternate model for needle-tissue interaction was developed.

VI.d. 1. Background
In order to better understand the physics of needle-like device insertion, an analytical model for
the force required to insert a needle into a medium is proposed. This model asserts that the axial
insertion force has two components: the force due to friction acting on the outer surface of the
needle, and the "tip force" applied to the end of the needle by the compressed column of medium
directly below it, such that

Fnsertion = Fctio +Fn,

(52)

The frictional component of this force is due to sliding friction, defined as the product of the
coefficient of dynamic friction and the normal force applied to the sliding surface. The normal
force acting on the outer surface of the needle is applied by the region of medium that is
compressed in the radial direction as the needle is inserted, similar to a pin press-fit into a hole.
[74] gives the interface pressure for a pin pressed into a hole in a semi-infinite medium as
Pr,

= AD

-

D

+77 + 1

)]'

(53)

Where AD is the half the diametrical interference, in this case equal to the outer radius of the
needle, D is the nominal interface diameter, in this case equal to the diameter of the needle, 17o
and ri are the Poisson's ratios of the pin and the medium, respectively, and Eo and Ej are the
elastic moduli of the pin and the medium, respectively. It is reasonable here to assume that the
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needle deforms a negligible amount (Eo >> Ei), simplifying (52). The product of the interface
pressure and the needle surface area in contact with the medium, Ac, yields the normal force
applied to the outer surface of the needle as
F~rmIACPn= 2 dR
Em
FNormal Ac
Int = 27NR -2(1+q7

rEmlNR54

-

0)

(+

0)

(54)

Where Em is the elastic modulus of the medium, lN is the length of the needle that is inserted into
the medium, and R is the outer radius of the needle. The force of friction is given as

(55)

-mlNR
=

F Friction -=F
~
Normal

(I

)

(55

Where Pd is the coefficient of dynamic friction between the needle and the medium.
The "tip force" component of the insertion force is the force applied to the needle by the
compressed column of medium directly below the needle tip. A challenge arises in determining
how far the column elastically deforms before being cut or torn apart by the sharp edges of the
needle tip. As the exact deformation is not needed to compare different concepts in this study, a
deformation of 2R is assumed, where R is the outer radius of the needle. Using St. Venant's
principle, it can be assumed that this local deformation only affects a region of the medium that
is within three characteristic dimensions from the needle tip, or six times R [74]. Therefore, the
column is modeled as a spring with original length 6R compressed by 2R. To determine the
column's stiffness, the maximum total needle area is used rather than the area of the annulus
formed by the needle alone, since the needle is assumed to contain a stylet or a static column of
fluid. A "cutting coefficient" B is introduced that accounts for the effect on tip force of the
specific needle tip geometry. Possible values of B range from 0 to 1, such that the spring model
represents the maximum value for tip force. The tip force is given as
FTP=

7rEmR2 .B

(56)

3

The total force required to insert the needle into the medium is given by combining (54) and (55)
such that
Fsertion = Friction

+Fr = rE,'" NRPd
(1+ io)

+

;rE R 2
m
-B
3

(57)

This model is similar to others found in the literature. [30] presents needle insertion force as the
sum of the tip force and frictional force, and experimentally demonstrates that the friction force
is linearly proportional to the needle's inserted length. [29] demonstrates a positive correlation
between needle diameter and insertion force, stating that a larger needle causes greater local
tissue compression resulting in higher friction forces. Experimental results in [75] suggest that
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the force on the tip of a needle compressing tissue is linearly related to the full (not annular)
cross sectional area of the needle tip.
It is important to note that this model assumes that the needle is a rigid member, as it does not
compress or buckle, and that the model does not address possible lateral deflection. The needles
used in this study were all significantly stiffer than the medium into which they were inserted. In
addition, this model assumes steady state penetration during which discrete puncture events do
not occur. As such, the tip force remains constant.

VI. d. 2. Concept
The concept proposed in this study is to drive a needle-like device to oscillate linearly along its
longitudinal axis at audible frequencies. This concept is intended to lower the force required to
insert a needle-like device by lowering both the frictional and tip forces. The device should
oscillate at a frequency below a maximum value such that the insertion force is significantly
lowered but there is not sufficient frictional heating for local residual tissue damage to occur.
The concept is proposed to lower frictional forces in a similar way as random orbital sanders,
which require significantly less force to move across a surface than a simple sanding block of the
same mass. It is theorized that oscillation disrupts contact between the device and the medium,
decreasing the effective frictional force.
This concept is also intended to reduce the tip force applied to the needle. As the device
advances, its tip makes many high-force small-amplitude penetrations into the tissue directly in
front of it. The user experiences the insertion force in addition to the average force delivered by
the vibrating component of the device, which is tactilely zero since the device vibrates at a
relatively high frequency. However, each time the device tip is driven forward, this "vibration
driver force" combines with the insertion force applied by the user to create a higher force
applied to the tissue. Therefore, less average force is required by the user to penetrate a given
tissue medium. In fact, doctors employ a similar technique in current practice by which they
manually apply short, controlled "bursts" of force to a needle-like device in order to pierce a
layer of tissue without traveling too far [76]. In this way, vibrating the needle could allow the
needle to punch its way through tissue in small increments.

VI.d.3. Prior Art
The idea of applying vibration to medical instruments is highly prevalent in both patent literature
and current medical practice. Ultrasonic cutting devices are common in many surgical specialties
including laparoscopy and cosmetic surgery. Although ultrasonic instruments employ vibration
to decrease cutting or insertion force, their function relies on frictional heating and cavitation to
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denature proteins and vaporize intracellular fluid [77]. Depending on the amplitude and
frequency at which an ultrasonic device oscillates, the distance from the device tip at which cells
are damaged or broken down can be significantly increased. In procedures such as needle
injections where tissue damage is usually highly localized, ultrasonic vibration might
significantly enlarge the region of tissue damage and cause more pain or harm to the patient.
Unlike ultrasonic instruments, the devices proposed in this study rely exclusively on the
application of force over a very small area to break through tissue layers, only injuring cells
directly adjacent to the insertion path.
The use of vibration in medical treatment has other potential applications. Sonoporation is the
tendency of holes in cell membranes to expand when excited to high frequencies, allowing larger
molecules including therapeutic agents to enter the cells [78]. US patent 5,647,851 describes
vibrating a needle to "confuse nerve endings" and decrease the pain felt by a patient during a
procedure [79]. US patent publication 2003/0083619 Al describes a drug delivery device and
includes a dependent claim where a needle is "vibrated along its length to reduce the force
required to drive the needle into the body" [80]. However, no information is given in support of
this claim or on ideal vibration parameters.

VI.d. 4. Proof of Concept: Experimental Methods
To test the analytical model and concept proposed above, three needle configurations were
constructed. The "NN" configuration was a standard 3.81 cm long 16 gauge lancet-tip
hypodermic needle (BD 305198). The "VN" configuration was a standard 3.81 cm long 16 gauge
lancet-tip hypodermic needle that was driven to oscillate linearly along its long axis at 150 Hz.
The needle was fixed to the dust cap of a Jameco 135812 5W voice coil speaker driven by a
function generator and power amplifier. The vibration frequency was determined by driving the
speaker at close to OHz and increasing the frequency while observing the needle tip oscillation
amplitude. The frequency that produced the greatest amplitude was chosen. This frequency
corresponded to the natural frequency of the needle/speaker assembly; it would produce the
largest possible amplitude vibrations, which equaled approximately 1 mm. Finally, the "VT"
configuration was a standard 3.81 cm long 18 gauge lancet-tip hypodermic needle (BD 305199)
that vibrated axially at 150 Hz inside a non-vibrating sheath made from 16 gauge needle stock,
with its tip exposed. As a result, the NN and VT configurations would experience the same
frictional force but a different tip force, and comparing them would illustrate the effect of
vibration on the tip force. Likewise, the VT and VN configurations would have nearly the same
tip force but a different frictional force, and comparing them would yield the effect of vibration
on the friction force.
In each test repetition, one of the three configurations was fixed to an ADMET eXpert 560x
universal force testing machine and positioned above a block of 250 bloom Vyse@ ordinance
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gelatin. This gel is engineered to mimic mechanical properties of human soft tissue. At small
displacements its deformation can be assumed to be linear, with an elastic modulus of 150 KPa
[61], and a yield strain of 0.18 [81], giving it a yield strength of 27 KPa. The coefficient of
friction between ballistics gel and steel is approximately 0.08, similar to that of animal tissue and
steel [82]. The gel has a Poisson's ratio of 0.5 [83]. The given configuration was advanced into
the gel at a rate of 1 mm per second to a total depth of 20 mm. Compressive force was recorded
as a function of distance by an ADMET SMT1-2.2 load cell at 30Hz. Figure 59 shows the test
setup for this experiment, including the universal testing machine and data logging station, as
well as the driving electronics for the vibrating needle configurations.

II

Figure 59: Apparatusfor proof-of-concept experiment.

Figure 60 shows the VT configuration mounted to the load cell of the universal testing machine
above a block of ballistics gel.
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Figure 60: VT configuration mounted to load cell above block of ballistics gel.
Each configuration was tested in this manner five times. Since the surface of the gel displaced a
negligible amount, needle displacement and insertion depth were considered equivalent for all
experiments in this study.

VI. d. 5. Proof of Concept: Results and Discussion
Table 8 shows the parameter values used to construct the theoretical insertion force as a function
of insertion depth for a standard 16 gauge needle inserted into ballistics gel, corresponding to the
NN configuration, given by (56). All possible values of cutting coefficient B are considered.
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Table 16: Parametervalues for theoretical insertionforce as afunction of insertiondepth for
standard16g needle in ballistics gel.

Parameter

Value

Em

150 KPa

R

0.08225 cm

pd

0.08

rO

0.5

B

0 - 1 (all possible values)

Figure 61 shows the axial insertion force as a function of insertion depth for all 15 test
repetitions, as well as the theoretical axial insertion force as a function of insertion depth for the
parameter values given in Table 8. The theoretical series are shown as a shaded region. The
upper and lower dotted lines on the shaded region boundary represent the theoretical axial
insertion force as a function of insertion depth for maximum and minimum possible values of
cutting coefficient B of 1 and 0, respectively.
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Figure 61: Axial insertionforce as afunction of insertion depthfor all 15 test repetitions.
Results in black are the NN configuration, light grey representsthe VT configuration, and dark
grey represents the VN configuration. Theoretical insertionforcefor the 16 gauge needle is
shown as shaded region, correspondingto all possible values of cutting coefficient B.
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The difference in insertion force for each experimental configuration is notable as shown in
Figure 61. The NN configuration required the most insertion force for a given insertion depth,
followed by the VT configuration. The VN configuration required the least insertion force; about
half that of the NN configuration. Since the NN and VT configurations experienced the same
frictional force, the difference in the insertion force between these configurations was due only
to a difference in the tip force applied to each configuration. In addition, since the VT and VN
configurations experienced nearly the same tip force, the difference in the insertion force
between these configurations was due mostly to a change in the friction forcq each experienced.
As such, applying vibration to a bare needle is shown to lower both the frictional and tip force
components of the insertion force.
In addition, Figure 61 shows correlation between the theoretical and recorded insertion force for
the NN configuration for all possible values of cutting coefficient B, supporting the proposed
theoretical puncture force model.

VI. d. 6. Device Parameters: Experimental Methods
Once the VN configuration was shown to require the least insertion force, an experiment to
determine the effect on insertion force of varying needle diameter, vibration frequency, and peak
to peak input voltage amplitude was conducted. A similar test setup to the proof of concept
experiment was employed. The VN configuration was made to vibrate at a given parameter
configuration. Axial force was recorded as the needle was driven into a block of ballistics gel at a
rate of 0.0508 cm per second.
Since a larger needle requires higher insertion force in the proposed model as well as in the
literature, only two needle sizes were tested: a 3.81 cm long 16 gauge lancet-tip needle (BD
305198) with outer diameter of 1.651 mm, and a 3.81 cm long 21 gauge lancet-tip needle (BD
305167) with outer diameter of 0.82042 mm. The needle was driven to vibrate at frequencies of
100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 hertz with sinusoidal input peak to peak amplitudes of 5, 10, and 15
volts. Each of the 30 possible unique parameter configurations was tested three times, resulting
in a total of 90 test events. By averaging each set of three test repetitions, an average insertion
force data set was obtained for each parameter configuration. These average force data sets were
divided into groups by each of the three varied parameters, allowing for the effects of varying
each parameter to be determined.
Note that the "amplitude" parameter in this experiment is the amplitude of the electronic input
signal to the voice coil rather than the true amplitude of the needle tip. During early experiments,
the actual needle-tip amplitude was observed to vary not only with both input signal frequency
and amplitude, but also dynamically as a function of insertion depth and velocity. This complex
dependence would make using the needle tip amplitude as a control variable while varying other
parameters highly impractical. Instead, the input signal amplitude, a truly independent variable,
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was employed. It was assumed that, holding all other parameters constant, a higher input signal
amplitude would apply higher forces to the needle and result in greater acceleration and larger
needle tip amplitude, within the performance limits of the voice coil.
To confirm this assumption, a high-speed video system was used to measure the actual freevibration stroke length of each parameter configuration. The vibrating needle apparatus was
positioned in front of a Vision Research Phantom® v7.1 camera, equipped with a Tamron 90mm
Macro lens and teleconverter. A pair of calipers set to 1.27 mm (0.05 in) was positioned in the
same object plane as the needle to allow for length calibration. Each vibration parameter
configuration was recorded at 7200 frames per second. Using a measurement tool in the
Phantom® 640 Camera software, the imaged needle tip-amplitude (in pixels) was compared to
the known caliper separation to obtain the true needle-tip stroke amplitude. Figure 62 shows the
experimental system.

Figure 62: High speed video setup, including needle apparatus, calipers, camera (bottom left),
and high intensity lamp (bottom right).
Figure 63 shows a single frame from the camera's perspective.
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Figure 63: High speed video frame showing needle tip (top center) and caliperjaws open to
1.27 mm (left).

VI.d. 7. Device Parameters: Results and Discussion
Table 17 shows the parameter values, as well as the measured free-vibration needle-tip peak-topeak stroke length, for each parameter configuration. Note that as per our earlier assumption,
increasing the input signal amplitude with other parameters held constant always resulted in a
higher measured needle stroke amplitude. In addition, with other parameters held constant, a
frequency of 150 Hz consistently produced the greatest needle-stroke amplitude. This is likely
due to the needle apparatus approaching its natural frequency.
Table 17: Parametervalues and measuredfree-vibrationpeak to peak stroke amplitudefor
needle parameterconfigurations.
Set

Ne

1
2
3
4

0.065
0.065
0.065
0.065

5
5
5
5

100
150
200
250

0.772
1.219
0.432
0.216

5

0.065

5

300

0.152

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

0.065
0.065
0.065
0.065
0.065
0.065
0.065

10
10
10
10
10
15
15

100
150
200
250
300
100
150

1.575
2.512
0.759
0.411
0.241
2.070
3.561

0.065

15

200

1.024
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14
15
16

0.065
0.065
0.03225

15
15
5

250
300
100

0.533
0.348
0.800

17

0.03225

5

150

1.334

18
19
20
21

0.03225
0.03225
0.03225
0.03225

5
5
5
10

200
250
300
100

0.589
0.282
0.183
1.361

22
23
24
25
26

0.03225
0.03225
0.03225
0.03225
0.03225

10
10
10
10
15

150
200
250
300

2.372

100

1.913

27

0.03225

15

150

3.045

28

0.03225

15

200

1.379

29

0.03225

15

250

0.732

30

0.03225

15

300

0.394

1.021
0.490
0.307

Figure 64 shows the average axial insertion force as a function of insertion depth for 3 parameter
configurations with equal frequency (100 Hz) and needle size (21 gauge) driven at different input
amplitudes (5V, 1 OV, and 15V). Increasing the input amplitude results in a decreased insertion
force. All 10 amplitude parameter groups demonstrate this result.
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Figure 64: Average axial insertionforce as afunction of insertion depthfor 21 gauge needle at
100 Hz and varying input signal amplitudes.
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Figure 65: Average axial insertionforce as afunction of insertion depth for 21 gauge needle
driven at 10 V input signal amplitude and variousfrequencies.
Figure 65 shows the average axial insertion force as a function of insertion depth for each of the
5 parameter configurations that include an input signal amplitude of 10 volts and a 21 gauge
needle. In 5 of the 6 frequency parameter groups, a frequency of 150 Hz results in the lowest
insertion force. In general, 100 and 200 Hz result in the next lowest insertion force in no
discernible order, followed by 250 and 300 Hz resulting in the highest insertion force. At
frequencies around 150 Hz, the needle oscillates axially with the greatest amplitude both freely
and during tissue puncture, presumably because the needle system has approached or reached a
resonant frequency. This observation is reflected in Table 17 and can be seen in Figure 65, where
the data set for the 150 Hz configuration seems to oscillate a significant amount. Note that these
oscillations become less visible as the needle penetrates deeper and the medium damps out
vibrations, showing the dynamic nature of the needle-tip amplitude during puncture. Therefore, it
appears that frequency is significant in minimizing the insertion force insofar as it is optimized to
maximize the amplitude of vibration.
Figure 66 shows the average axial insertion force as a function of insertion depth for all 30
parameter configurations, plotted on a third axis representing needle size parameter group. Each
needle size parameter group is a pair of parameter configurations that share all parameter values
except needle size. Parameter group 1 in Figure 66 corresponds to parameter configurations 1
and 16 in Table 17, group 2 to configurations 2 and 17, et cetera. Two surfaces are created by
joining force-depth data for 16 gauge needle configurations (dark grey) and 21 gauge needle
configurations (light grey). Most notably, Figure 66 shows that a larger needle requires a higher
insertion force; the 16 gauge surface remains above the 21 gauge surface, except at low insertion
depth where the insertion force is obfuscated by noise due to needle oscillation. In addition, three
troughs are visible on each surface, corresponding to the six parameter configurations with
insertion-force-minimizing input frequencies of around 150 Hz. Finally, the negative downwards
trend in the two surfaces along the parameter group axis confirms that a higher input signal
amplitude results in a lower insertion force.
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Figure 66: Average axial insertionforce as a function of insertion depth and needle size
parametergroupfor all 30 parameterconfigurations. Darkersurface represents 16 gauge
configurationsand lighter surface represents 21 gauge configurations.

To examine the effect of true needle-tip amplitude on insertion force, the 30 parameter
configurations were separated by needle size and then ordered by measured stroke amplitude.
Two surfaces, one each for 16 and 21 gauge needles, were created by joining the force-depth
data for each configuration in order of needle-tip amplitude and are shown in Figure 67.
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Figure 67: Average axial insertionforce as afunction of insertion depth for all 30 parameter
configurations, ordered by needle size and then by needle-tipfree amplitude. Darker surface
represents 16g configurations and lighter surface represents 21g configurations.
Figure 67 suggests a general trend between a decrease in needle-tip amplitude and an increase in
insertion force, especially at low insertion depths. However, there is significant deviation from
this trend at higher insertion depths. This variation illustrates the dynamic behavior of the
needle-tip amplitude as the needle penetrates tissue; a needle configuration with a low input
amplitude but optimal frequency may have a high free-vibration amplitude, however once
inserted into the medium the input voltage may not be sufficient to overcome the medium's
damping effects, whereas a configuration with a non-optimal frequency but high input amplitude
may be powerful enough to continue vibrating to a significant amplitude once inserted.

VI. d. 8. Other Applications
After confirming that axial audible frequency vibration of hypodermic needles reduces insertion
force, other puncture access devices were examined to determine if vibration could assist in their
operation as well. Specifically, bladed laparoscopic trocars were considered. An experiment
similar to the previously described proof of concept needle experiment was conducted in which
flat surgical blades were driven into ballistics gel both with and without axial vibration applied to
the blade. Figure 68 shows a blade mounted on the voice coil assembly as used in the
experiment.
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Figure 68: Trocar blade mounted on voice coil assembly.

For the vibrating configuration, a frequency of 105 Hz was used. This frequency was chosen by
observing the blade vibrating over a large range of frequencies and choosing the frequency that
caused the largest amplitude vibrations. According to the results previously discussed, this
frequency should result in the lowest insertion force for the blade at the given peak to peak input
signal amplitude of 5 volts. The blades were advanced to a depth of 20 mm at a rate of 1
mm/second, and each configuration (vibrating and static) was tested five times. Figure 69 shows
the insertion force as a function of insertion depth for all ten insertion trials. Just as with
hypodermic needles, applying vibration to a flat blade significantly decreased the insertion force
of the blade. The implication is that surgeons could potentially operate with greater finesse if the
cutting force was less.
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Figure 69: Insertionforce profile for vibrating (black) and static (grey) blades being driven into
ballistics gel.
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VI. d. 9. Frequency Range Effect on Insertion Force
In order to validate and differentiate the use of audible frequency vibration from widely available
ultrasonic devices, comparative studies of insertion force and local tissue damage were
conducted. To evaluate insertion force effects, the required force for a 16 gauge hypodermic
needle to puncture deceased porcine skin was measured for non-vibrating, audible frequency
vibration, and ultrasonic frequency vibration needle configurations. To achieve ultrasonic
frequency oscillation, a needle was fixed to the tip of a Branson Ultrasonics hand-held ultrasonic
welding device (Model 100-132-967). The device was driven to oscillate linearly at 30 kHz
frequency with tip amplitude of approximately 35 pm. These parameters represent an analogue
of ultrasonic surgical devices; most vibrate at frequencies from 23 kHz to 60 kHz, with
functional tip amplitudes ranging from 80 pm to 200 pm [84]. The VN configuration supplied
audible-frequency vibration at 150 Hz to provide maximum needle-tip amplitude at 10 volts peak
to peak input amplitude.
Each configuration was fixed to a balance-arm force tester and weighted to a neutral state with
the needle positioned above deceased porcine skin. Weight was added to the balance in 10 gram
increments at a 6/17 lever arm ratio, corresponding to increments of force applied to the needle
of 0.0345 N, until the needle tip penetrated the skin. Each configuration was tested 5 times, and
torque-balance analysis was conducted. Table 18 shows the average force required to puncture
for static, audible, and ultrasonic frequency needle configurations, given in increments of
measurement resolution, 0.0345 N.
Table 18: Average Force to PuncturePorcine Skin. Units are resolution of measurement
method, 0.0345 N.

Static (0)
Audible (150)
Ultrasonic (30 k)

Relative Mean Puncture Force
(0.0345N increments)
16.2
9.8
11.4

Both audible and ultrasonic frequency configurations required less force to puncture than a static
needle, with audible frequency requiring almost 15% less force than ultrasonic. It is important to
note that neither vibrating configuration was fully optimized toreduce insertion force. However,
this study indicates audible frequency vibration, which has significantly lower equipment and
power costs, is capable of lowering insertion force to the same degree as and perhaps even lower
than ultrasonic vibration.
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VI. d. 10. Immediate Local Tissue Effects
It is important in designing medical devices that a new method or instrument does not
significantly increase risk to the patient. The immediate effect of linear oscillation of the cutting
tip on local tissue damage was observed in an in vivo histology study'. For comparison and
frequency range validation, a device oscillating at ultrasonic frequency was also included. Flat
surgical blades were fixed to the ultrasonic, audible, and static frequency configurations
previously described, and driven into the surgically exposed gracilis muscle of a live adult
porcine. To limit time-dependent effects, each insertion was conducted at the same linear speed
and held in place for 3 seconds. Immediately following puncture and before euthanasia, the
tissue was harvested, trimmed and placed into 10% neutral buffered formalin and left to fix for
48 hours. Following fixation, the samples were processed, embedded, and sectioned to produce 5
tm-thick tissue planes normal to the puncture axis. Mounting the tissue to slides and staining
with H&E enabled viewing of the wound edge. Figure 70a shows the puncture wound edge at
40x magnification for a non-vibrating blade, and Figure 70b shows the puncture wound edge at
40x magnification for a blade vibrating at ultrasonic frequency.

20 tm

20 pim

(a)

(b)

Figure 70: Puncturewound edgesfor static blade (a) and ultrasonic blade (b), 40x
magnification.
At this magnification, individual muscle fibers are visible. Note the alternating dark and light
bands transecting the fibers and parallel to the wound edge, showing the boundary between
adjacent sarcomeres. This myofibrillar cross-banding extends to the edge of the static blade
wound, indicating that the blade caused purely mechanical failure of the tissue and left its
chemical structure intact. Along the ultrasonic wound edge, the bands are interrupted and the
tissue is darker, indicating permanent cauterization damage to the tissue's chemical structure.
1Study completed

under MIT Division of Comparative Medicine Protocol E13-04-0416.
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This "thermal sealing" effect limits bleeding and is favorable when creating large surgical
incisions. However dead tissue inhibits incision healing and is ideal for bacterial growth.
Therefore it is likely that cauterization would be inappropriate for puncture procedures with a
low risk of local tissue bleeding.
Figure 71 shows the puncture wound edge at 40x magnification for a blade vibrating at audible
frequency. This wound edge appears similar to that of a static blade; the cross-banding is intact
up to the wound edge, with no cautery damage visible.

20 pm

Figure 71: Puncture wound edgefor blade oscillating at 150 Hz frequency with 5Vpeak input
amplitude, 40x magnification.

VI. d. 11. Effect of Vibration on Pain
Although the effect of vibration on insertion force is promising and significant in itself, there is
another potential benefit from the application of vibration to puncture access devices. In a
variety of studies and literature, it is generally accepted that vibration has an effect on perceiving
pain [85], [86], [87]. The suggestion has often been made as in the previously mentioned patent
that vibration decreases pain, perhaps by confusing nerve endings and overloading them with
stimuli. If this is the case, perhaps applying vibration to puncture access devices can decrease
the pain inflicted by these devices and decrease patient trepidation and fear regarding these
procedures. Although this possibility has not been examined in this study, it presents a
significant opportunity for future exploration and suggests the possibility of an added benefit of
the proposed application of vibration.
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VI.d. 12. Proposed Embodiment: Syringe Attachment
In venous access procedures, a hypodermic needle is used to create an entry point into a vein or
artery through which drugs or a catheter guide wire are introduced. As the tip of the needle is
advanced through various tissue layers, the over-puncture effect leads to intermittent sudden
forward accelerations. In addition, arteries and more so veins are rather delicate structures that
deform and collapse under load. As a result, it is difficult to obtain access to these structures, a
common result being the needle puncturing both sides of a vessel or the vessel being suddenly
pushed out of the way instead of penetrated. The procedure must often be repeated several times
before access is obtained, leading to increased patient risk, stress, and discomfort and higher cost
of care. In some cases, the vessel may be damaged to a degree that is dangerous to the patient,
resulting in costly reconstructive surgery and significant distress to the patient. If the insertion
force of the needles used in these procedures can be decreased and the over-puncture effect
reduced, venous access procedures might have a higher rate of success.
In addition, these procedures are often unpleasant or painful. For more invasive procedures such
as catheter insertions, sedatives, analgesics, or general anesthesia are often administered.
However, for simple IV placements or vaccinations, the level of pain is often considered
acceptable and not worth administering drugs. As a result, these procedures are often
uncomfortable for patients and lead to negative associations with medical care from an early age.
Because of past unpleasant experiences, patients may be reluctant to visit their doctor and health
problems that would normally be easily detectable and treatable with regular checkups go
unnoticed until they are serious conditions, creating significant costs to the patient and the health
system as a whole. If the pain of these simple procedures can be reduced, perhaps patients will
be more willing to regularly visit the doctor from an earlier age, and more health problems can
be detected and dealt with sooner and with less cost.
These issues present an opportunity for the application of vibration to devices used in venous
access. Low frequency Vibration could offer reduced insertion force leading to reduced overpuncture, as well as a potential for less pain. A proposed device would be a self-contained
module that would be placed in line between a syringe and needle during venous access
procedures. The device would connect with existing devices using a standard Luer-lock
interface. The two ends of the device would vibrate axially with respect to each other, most
likely actuated by a voice coil. Figure 72 shows a proposed cross section schematic for the
device.
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Figure 72: Proposedcross section schematicfor hypodermic needle vibration device.

The flexible fluid conduit will likely be the most challenging element of the device to design as it
will have to maintain a closed continuous fluid path as its length changes due to relative motion
of the two ends. In addition, it will have to withstand the pressures caused by the actuation of
the syringe plunger without being so stiff that the two ends can no longer oscillate with respect to
each other. Additional functional requirements include making sure that drugs and other injected
substances are not damaged by vibration or cavitation.

VI.d. 13. Proposed Embodiment: Glucometer
One of the most critical components of diabetes care is patient self-monitoring of blood glucose.
Patients are instructed to check their glucose levels multiple times per day. This involves
making a small puncture wound in the tip of a finger with a small needle, or lancet. A drop of
blood is then collected from the wound by an absorbent test strip connected to a monitoring
device that outputs a reading of blood glucose level.

Since blood is collected several times daily from the same site, this procedure often results in
buildup of scar tissue and thickening of skin on the tips of the fingers. As a result, it becomes
gradually more difficult for the lancet device to pierce the skin, and blood becomes more
difficult to collect. If a device becomes available to diabetes patients that required less insertion
force to pierce the skin it will make it easier for them to collect a viable blood droplet with fewer
puncture attempts.
In addition, due to the high concentration of nerves in the tips of the fingers, this process is
significantly painful, leading to many patients skipping some or all of their daily readings. In
fact, approximately only 1/3 of patients follow correct SMBG procedures [88]. If the pain of the
lancing procedure can be lowered, it is likely that more patients will follow their prescribed self-
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monitoring routines leading to earlier detection and reduced cost to individuals and to the
medical system.
These issues present a significant opportunity for design and development of a glucose
monitoring device that utilizes vibration to reduce insertion force and pain and creates a less
unpleasant and more acceptable self-monitoring procedure. Additional opportunities for
development include reducing the complexity of the procedure as well as accessible design.
Currently, self-monitoring of blood glucose involves two devices with many individual steps that
are impractical for handicapped or elderly users. A new device would join the lancing and
metering devices into one unit with fewer steps to operate, and would incorporate vibration to
reduce insertion force and pain. Ideally, the device would combine the lancing, blood collection,
and metering into one single action. Designing a single, most likely disposable module capable
of simultaneously transmitting vibration to the finger tip, piercing the skin, and collecting blood
on a test strip surface in a simple and cost-effective manner will be challenging but likely doable.
Other challenges include designing for handicap access and keeping the device small and light
enough to be portable.

VI.d. 14. Conclusions and Recommendations
Applying axial vibration to a hypodermic needle, specifically within the 50-500 Hz frequency
range, lowers both the frictional and tip forces experienced by the needle, and subsequently
results in a lower force required to advance the needle into tissue; in addition significantly less
immediate tissue damage occurs than if ultrasonic vibration were used. By reducing the force
necessary to advance the needle, the probability that the needle will advance too far and cause
damage or other complications is lowered. In order to minimize the insertion force of a given
needle configuration, a needle of the lowest possible diameter should be chosen, and the needle
should be driven at the highest possible input amplitude and at the frequency that permits it to
oscillate at the greatest amplitude, namely the system's natural frequency. Audible frequency
vibration is able to achieve equivalent or perhaps greater reduction of insertion force than
ultrasonic vibration, with significant cost and complexity savings.
During puncture, audible frequency vibration causes similar immediate physical tissue damage
as static devices, and significantly less immediate tissue damage than ultrasonic vibration. This
concept represents a promising opportunity to potentially reduce the risk experienced by patients
in a variety of medical procedures, including venous access, epidurals, laparoscopic surgery, and
biopsies.
In order to advance this concept to further stages of development, several topics should be
investigated. First, the physical system should be investigated in depth in order to verify the
underlying fundamental physics at work and develop a robust model which can be used for
design. The relative effects of vibration on the tip and friction components of insertion force
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should be quantified through modeling and experimentation. In addition, as can be seen in the
results of this study, vibration adds noise to the measurement of insertion force. As insertion
force is a useful piece of information in various applications, the effects of this noise should be
further examined and potential filtering strategies examined. Finally, a more rigorous histology
study should be conducted, including both short and long-term effects on live tissue subject to
various frequencies and amplitudes.
In addition, other vibration modes should be investigated. Perhaps the needle tip could oscillate
in a rotary manner, or even a linear pattern normal to the axis of the needle to produce a "slicing"
motion, as shown in Figure 73.

Figure 73: Possible needle vibration modes, from left to right: linear (as demonstratedin this
study), rotary, and "slicing".

Voice coils were used in this study due to their availability and low cost, however many other
methods of producing vibration exist and should be considered. Eventually, the proposed
analytical model should be refined and quantitatively tested for accuracy and to gain a better
understanding of some of its components including the compression distance used to determine
the tip force, as well as the cutting efficiency coefficient. In addition, the effects of varying
device parameters on the pain inflicted by these devices should be explored and experimentally
evaluated. In this study, the needle is vibrated and the tissue remains static. If the reciprocal is
attempted, and vibration is applied directly to the skin, while the needle remains static, perhaps
similar insertion force reduction is possible. In addition, if vibration is found to affect pain,
perhaps more direct application to the skin may further lower the pain felt by the patient. This
alternate configuration should be further investigated. With results from this further work, the
proof of concept devices described earlier could be productized.
This concept has potential applications for a variety of medical devices, including hypodermic
needles, spinal or epidural needles, medical catheters, laparoscopic trocars, veress needles, and
biopsy needles.
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VII. Conclusions
Tissue puncture is a ubiquitous element of medical practice which presents a significant risk to
patients across many medical disciplines. This work describes a common fundamental basis of
tissue puncture, from which key parameters are derived. Strategies to increase the precision of
puncture are developed and applied to several device concepts which may be applied to a variety
of tissue puncture procedures.
Four key results are presented which represent fundamental contributions to the field of medical
tissue puncture. First, an in-depth investigation into the effects of needle insertion velocity on
tissue deflection is conducted. A replicable experimental apparatus is presented and an
associated method developed. An optimum velocity of tissue puncture for minimum tissue
deflection is experimentally demonstrated. An associated first-order model suggests increasing
frictional forces at higher insertion velocities as the underlying cause of the observed optimal
velocity behavior.
Second, a set of critical design parameters are identified which may be applied to device
development in order to increase the safety and precision of tissue puncture across medical
disciplines. These include puncture force, which should be minimized; friction force, which
should be minimized; tissue deflection, which should be minimized; device mass, which should
be maximized; user reaction time, which should be minimized; plunge acceleration, which
should be minimized; tissue stiffness, which should be maximized; device diameter, which
should be minimized; and insertion velocity, which should be optimized to minimize tissue
deflection.
Third, an improved flexural tip-retraction mechanism to reduce plunge complications is
presented and tested and shown to be scalable for multiple applications. Finally, audible
frequency vibration of puncture devices is shown to lower both tip and frictional force
components without increasing immediate tissue damage. Force is most reduced at system
resonant frequencies. These results may have significant impact on future device development.

VIII. Future Work
This work presents the opportunity for a variety of future research initiatives in addition to what
has been described in previous sections.
Although presented in the description of background and prior art, clinical technique and user
interactions with puncture devices were not explored for potential improvements and innovation
in this work. A significant body of knowledge exists on neural control of movement; this
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knowledge should be built upon to determine what factors influence user reaction time during
tissue puncture, and how this reaction time may be improved.
The presented investigation of needle insertion velocity effects studies needle insertion at
constant velocities. It may be the case that a specific needle insertion path with varying velocity
may further decrease tissue deflection. With enhanced instrumentation, a more thorough
examination of potential insertion trajectories may be conducted.
Although the proposed first-order deep tissue puncture model is a practical demonstration of
optimal velocity phenomena, significant work may be conducted to build on this model to
improve accuracy while maintaining practicality for use in predicting optimal puncture velocity.
Specifically, tissue mechanical property modeling may be greatly enhanced.
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